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Executive Summary
In this deliverable, we provide the seed for the high level CIPSEC framework building blocks. To identify these
main high level building blocks, first of all, we provide a detailed description of the characteristics of the three
CIPSEC pilots, in the environmental, transportation and eHealth domains respectively. From this exhaustive
description and based on their characteristics the security requirements and needs of each pilot are obtained
and analysed. The aggregation and classification of the obtained security requirements allows to group the
different security requirements based on common features. This aggregation based on common features
constitutes the preliminary approach to the CIPSEC framework building blocks to be developed in WP2.
As an additional task, in this deliverable we also provide a possible matching between the obtained security
CIPSEC framework building blocks and the CIPSEC partners’ tools, in order to check if these tools can cover
all the pilots’ security requirements.
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Glossary
ACL

Access Control List

ADSL

Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line

AG

AktienGesellschaft (a company which can be traded at stock exchange)

AMX controllers

Control module of the AMX company

API

Application Program Interface

APN

Access Point Name

APS

Access Points

AQDRS

Air Quality Detection Regional System

APT

Advanced Persistent Threat

ARC-C

Mobile x-ray system

ARPA

Agenzia Regionale per la Protezione Ambientale (Regional Agency for the
Environmental protection in English)

AV services

Audiovisual Services

AXIS modules

Control module of the AXIS company

BETTERCARE

Software platform that captures biomedical signals from a wide range of medical device

BRAINLAB

Medical Technology Company

BÜSA-FSÜ

Railroad Crossing with driveway control

C.A.P.S.E

Consorci d'Atenció Primària de Salut de l'Eixample (Consortium of Primary Health Care
of the Eixample, one of the districts in Barcelona, in English)

CEK

Centre Esther Koplovic

CIPI

Critical Infrastructure Performance Indicator

CIs

Critical Infrastructures

COEX

Medical building for EXternal COnsultations

CoTS

Commercial Off-The-Shelf

CPD

Computer Data Center

CPU

Central Processing Unit

CSI

Consortium for Information Systems Piemonte

CT

Computed Tomography

DB

Deutsche Bahn

DDoS

Distributed Denial of Services (attack)

DICOM

Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine

DMZ

Demilitarized Zone (referred to as a perimeter network)

DoCu

DoCumentation System

DORLET

Company of complete security solutions

ECG

ElectroCardioGram

EGA

Anesthetic Gas Extraction

EHR

Electronic Health Record

EPL

Event Processing Language

ESTW

Electronic Interlocking

ESTW/ZE

Electronic Interlocking – Central Unit

ETCS-Z

European Train Control System – Central Unit

EULYNX

European Initiative. Linking Interlocking Subsystems

FLC

Laminar Flow Cabinet

GP

(Alaris GP) Model of pump

GSM-R

Global System for Mobile Communications – Railway

GWT

Google Web Toolkit

HCB

Hospital Clinic de Barcelona

HDMI

High Definition Multimedia Interface

HD-SDI

High Definition Serial Digital Interface

HIS

Hospital Information System

HL7

Health Level Seven International

HMI

Human-Machine Interface

HSM

Hardware Security Module

HTTP

HyperText Transfer Protocol

HTTPS

Secure HTTP

HVAC

Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning

HW

Hardware

I/O

Input/Output

iBS

Integrated Operating System (system, which integrates the operator station and
telecommunication equipment)

ICT

Information and Communication Technologies

ICU

Intensive Care Unit

ID

Identification, Identity

IDS

Intrusion Detection system

IMS

IP Multimedia core network

IoT

Internet of Things

IP

Internet Protocol

IPC

Intrusion Prevention System

ISDN

Integrated Service Digital Network

IT

Information Technology

JDBC

Java DataBase Connectivity

JNI

Java Native Interface

JRI

Is a company which develops monitoring systems for temperature, humidity and other
physical parameters

KISA

Communication infrastructure secure application

KVM

Kernel-based Virtual Machine

LAN

Local Area Network

LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

LED

Light Emitting Diode

LEU

Lineside Electronic Unit

LIM

Rack of telephone extensions

M2M

Machine-to-Machine

MCU

Multipoint Control Unit

MDM

Maintenance and Diagnose

MRI

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

NAS

Network Access Storage

NIS directive

Network and Information System directive

NTP

Network Time Protocol

OC

Operations center

ODBC

Open DataBase Connectivity

OF

Optical Fiber

ONSAFE

Software to provide a centralized management platform remote video recording
images.

OPC-UA

Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture

OR

Operating Room

OS

Operating system

OSSIM

Open Source Security Information Management

OT

Operational Technology

PACS

Picture Archiving and Communication System

PC

Personal Computer

PCI

Peripheral Component Interconnect

PET

Positron Emission Tomography

PKI

Public Key Infrastructure

PLCs

Programmable Logic Controller

PoE

Power over Ethernet

PPPs

Public–Private Partnerships

RABBIT MQ

RABBIT Message Queue

RAID

Redundant Array of Independent Disks

RaSTA

Reliable and Safe Transport Application

REST

REpresentational State Transfer

RF

Radio Frequency

RFID

Radio Frequency IDentification

RGB

Red, Green, Blue (color composition)

Ril

Richtlinie in German (Policy in English)

RJ45

Registered Jack 45

RPC

Remote Procedure Call

RRHH

Human Resources Department

RUPAR

Rete Unitaria della Pubblica Amministrazione del Piemonte (o Unitary Net of the Public
Administration of the Piedmont in English)

SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SAN

Storage Area Network

SAP

Systeme Anwendungen und Produkte (Systems, Applications and Products in English)

SER2NET

Serial to Network Proxy

SC

Security Control

SCI

Standard Communication Interface

SDR

Software Defined Radios

SG

Security Gateway

SIEM

Security Information and Event Management

SMB

Sever Message Block (protocol)

SNMPV2C

Simple Network Management Protocol v2c

SNMPV3

Simple Network Management Protocol v3

SQL

Structured Query Language

SSH

Secure shell

ST

Security Translator

SW

Software

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol

TC-PET/CT

Medical imaging radiological equipment

TLS

Transport Layer Security

TRL

Technology Readiness Levels

TV

Television

UASP

Unitat d’Avaluació, Suport i Prevenció (Medical Assistance Service and Prevention in
English)

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

UPS

Uninterruptible Power Supply

USB

Universal Serial Bus

UTP cable

Unshielded Twisted Pair

VGA

Video Graphics Array

VLAN

Virtual LAN

VM

Virtual Machine

VPN

Virtual Private Network

WLAN

Wireless LAN

XFCE

Environment desktop for various systems Unix-like

XMPP

eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol

ZERO MQ

ZERO Message Queue

ZL

Zuglenkung is a system for automatic driveway setting

ZMA

ZugnuMmernmeldeAnlage (train number system, tells the operator, where which train
is located).

1 Introduction
Critical Infrastructures (CIs) are often connected to a heterogeneous set of systems and subsystems managing
very different CI aspects. Some examples are access control –e.g. user privileges in an operating room in a
hospital–, or persistent storage –e.g., lack of persistent storage capabilities–, just to name a few. These
subsystems, very often, remain isolated one from each other with no interaction among them. Furthermore,
typically they are provided by different vendors, what undeniably makes the whole CI management much more
complicated.
In recent years CIs have become more permeable to new technologies, which facilitates the incorporation of
recent advances on the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) area. Notwithstanding, still many
subsystems are linked to independent vendors or third party products for providing services or applications,
thus setting a non-desirable vendor dependency. In fact, since these products integrate only tools or solutions
designed by the same company, they are offering just limited technical solutions. This inevitably derives into
higher operational costs, inefficient management procedures and it is very time consuming. This situation does
not help in the current context of security threats and attacks, which imposes high levels of risk on the public
safety, economy and welfare of the population. Therefore, it is precisely in this current “unsafe” context where
CIPSEC puts its efforts.
CIPSEC aims to unify the management of security in CIs from two sides, see Figure 1
By analysing the possible external subsystems that interact with a CI. This side includes the following aspects:
the identification of common functionalities,
the study of the interfaces used within the CI,
the management processes involved for every component of the subsystem,
the sensitive information managed by them that is susceptible to be protected, and
the critical processes where these components are involved.
By analysing the characteristics of the CIs. This side is especially relevant as different CIs might have
different characteristics that make them different in terms of requirements, criticality, security threats, and
impact on the population in case of harmful events. It is also paramount to analyse the level of maturity of the
adoption of IT services for each CI, since it is well known that different domains are more open to adopt
innovative solutions than others, either due to old legacy systems still running, regulation or legal directives to
fulfil or simply because of the costs associated with the update to new technologies.

CIPSEC is tackling this problem by addressing three pilots coming from three different domains: transport,
health, and environment. By analysing these three domains CIPSEC is:
Gathering the common elements that apply to every CI, such as vulnerability or forensics analysis.
Identifying those elements that need to be specially adapted for the special characteristics of any CI. For
instance: i) data privacy is critical in the health domain while it is subordinate and sometimes disadvantageous
in the railway domain, or; ii) the common functionalities and interfaces to work with different heterogeneous
systems and subsystems in a room in the hospital.

This deliverable is focused on the elicitation and analysis of the requirements associated to CIPSEC pilots. The
elicitation and analysis process (Figure 2) comprises the following steps:
STEP 1: Detailed description of the characteristics of project’s pilot domains: health, transport, and
environment.
STEP 2: Elicitation of the requirements associated with every domain based on the characteristics identified in
step 1.
STEP 3: Analysis of the security aspects associated with the elicited requirements.
STEP 4: Aggregation and classification of the requirements based on common features.

STEP 5: Identification of the high level blocks of the CIPSEC security framework that will be extended and
detailed in WP2.

Figure 1. CIPSEC approac

Figure 2. Elicitation of requirements process
The following sections 2 to 4 describe the steps 1, 2 and 3 of this process, while section 5 describes step 4.
Specifically, Section 2 focuses on Critical infrastructures in environment monitoring, and analyses security
issues of CSI Piemonte (Consortium for Information Systems, is a large ICT organisation founded in 1977 by
the regional administration of Piemonte, the Torino Municipality and the two universities of Torino, at [1];
Section 3 addresses Critical Infrastructures in Transportation, and analyses the security needs of Deutsche
Bahn (DB, the biggest railway company in Germany, at [2]). Section 4 focuses on Critical Infrastructures in
Health, and analyses the security needs of the Hospital Clinic de Barcelona (HCB at [3]). Each of the sections
describes not only the specific security characteristics but also the list of security requirements and the
equipment to be protected.

2 System description for pilot 1 (CSI)
2.1 Introduction
The Regional System of Detection of Air Quality AQDRS (Air Quality Detection Regional System) [4] is aimed
at the management and the coordination of air quality monitoring systems, installed on Piedmont Region [5]
territory by public and private entities. Piedmont choice was to start from the existing to create a single system,
integrating and coordinating all air quality monitoring systems, already installed in the region by public or private
entities
The AQDRS network currently consists of 81 monitoring stations, public and private, located throughout the
region, some operational centers for data acquisition from the stations together with applications, application
services, Internet sites aimed at planning, management, communication and dissemination of environmental
data.
As part of this Pilot only the publicly managed monitoring network, currently consisting of 57 monitoring
stations, belonging to a single Operations Center (OC) will be taken into consideration. The management
software of these stations and the Operations Centre was developed by CSI – Piemonte(CSI) [6], on behalf of
the Piedmont Region, while the management of the public measure network is carried out by ARPA Piemonte
[7] (ARPA). All the rest of AQDRS system consisting of various applications, application services and Internet
sites created by CSI will be considered only relatively to the interaction with the portion object of this pilot
system.
The monitoring network operated by ARPA Piemonte

The pilot network consists of 56 monitoring stations and one OC responsible for data collection. Each
measurement station is constituted by a container placed in an enclosed area containing some analysers for
continuous measurement of air quality, a PC, various network equipment, wiring and auxiliary equipment. The
analysed air is sucked from one or more air inlets, situated above the station itself. In some cases, one of the
analysers, equipped with its own air inlet, is placed outside the station but inside the enclosure.
Some stations are mobile, for which the container is replaced by a sufficiently large van. The mobile stations
perform measurement campaigns in fixed locations with typical duration of one or more months. In no case
measurements are performed with the vehicle in transit. In a few special cases, the monitoring station is not a
container placed outdoors, but the instrumentation is placed in a room of a building. In all cases the monitoring
stations, as well as the fences, are locked.
The OC is located at ARPA: it is a virtual server hosted on a virtualization infrastructure; it connects to the
stations with ISDN using an ISDN access server located in ARPA, to all the other stations using the http proxy
of ARPA company.
The communication technologies used by the stations are different, depending partially on the historical period
in which the station was installed and by the nature of the station itself:
38 fixed stations using an ISDN router with point to point connection to an access server placed in ARPA.
2 fixed stations using an ADSL router with public and static IP address.
10 fixed stations using a 3G modem with packet data connection on public APN, but with public dynamic
IP addresses.
6 mobile stations using a 3G modem with packet data connection on public APN, but with public dynamic
IP addresses.
Both the OC and the monitoring stations are equipped with a web interface, accessible through the ARPA’s
workstations. The connection to the web interface of the stations from users' workstations can be established
through a proxy mechanism implemented in the OC software, or alternatively, only for the stations with Internet
connection, through the company proxy.
CSI is connected to ARPA by RUPAR [8] (private network of public administration). Through this network, the
server hosting services and applications of AQDRS system connects to the OC server, located at ARPA. Also

through this network some authorized stations can connect to the OC and, through the OC proxy mechanism,
to the stations. You can also connect directly to the stations with Internet connection (ports 80, 443), through
CSI's corporate proxy.
What is described above is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 The monitoring network operated by ARPA Piemont

2.1.1 The monitoring station, physical view
The following describes the hardware used in the monitoring station, with particular focus on computer
hardware and automatic measurement instrumentation, that may be altered by a cyber-attack with the purpose
of altering the measurements.
As described above, the stations are equipped with a PC with 2 hard drives with Raid 1 configuration and
redundant power supply.
The PC has two LAN ports, two or more serial ports, USB ports and one or more data acquisition PCI card with
A/D converters, as well as ports and accessories that are normally found in any PC such as a mouse,
keyboard, monitor. The PC data acquisition boards are accompanied by external wiring boards on which are
connected the wires with the signals to be acquired. The measurement stations are stabilized in voltage and
the PC is equipped with an additional UPS, monitored via USB or serial, to properly handle the shutdown
operations.
The communication devices used are alternatively:
ISDN router, connected to the PC via LAN port;
ADSL or broadband wireless router, connected to the PC via LAN port;
3G modem connected to the PC via USB or serial.

The automatic measurement instruments can be constituted by hardware of varying complexity, ranging from
tools with dedicated embedded boards and proprietary firmware to tools that are real PCs with a commercial
OS.
The connection between the analysers and the station PC can be implemented in different ways: some
analysers provide measures, process parameters and alarms via LAN or serial port, others only make available
measures and alarms via voltage or current signals.
Analysers with LAN or serial port can be configured and their behaviour can be changed through appropriate
controls, given using the LAN or serial connection. The topology of the connectivity between PC and analysers
may change on the basis of the installed analysers and of the presence of additional hardware for LAN or serial
connection.
Many monitoring stations are equipped with an Ethernet switch connected to the second LAN port of the PC.
The analysers that can be managed via LAN are connected to this switch. Some analysers, although equipped
with LAN port, can send the data of the measurements to the PC via serial port only.
To the switch are also connected some LAN / serial converters, to handle instruments with serial port.
At some stations, there are no LAN/serial converters, in these cases we sometimes use the few serial ports
available on the PC.
If there are no better ways to read data from the analyser, due to hardware limitations or to the lack of data
ports, a cable connection of voltage output signals (0-10V, 0-5V, 0-1V) or current signals (4-20mA) to the wiring
board is used.
What is described above is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Monitoring station- Physical view

Figure 5. Operation centre- Physical view

2.1.2 The Operation Center, physical view
The OC is located at ARPA, it consists of a virtual server placed in an infrastructure made up of 4 knots Centos
6.x, with KVM virtualization system, and NetApp SAN with redundant fiber boards.
The OC uses to connect to stations an ISDN access server connected to a primary offering lots of lines (20 or
more) and the corporate http proxy: both of these facilities are shared with other local users.
What is described above is shown in Figure 5.

2.1.3 The Operation Center, logical view
The Operation Center server is a virtual machine running Linux CentOS 6.6 x86-64 server, hosted on physical
servers placed within ARPA.

It hosts a Java VM SE 1.6.0_43 64-bit server that is running the monitoring network management software,
called "Central." This software uses different Open Source libraries; to note, for the project, the inclusion of the
embedded Web Server Jetty (version 6.1.26) and the Google Web Toolkit (GWT, version 2.7.0), used to create
the Web user interface.
The data and information downloaded from the monitoring stations are placed in a support database (Central
DB), dedicated solely to this application. It also provides to pour out all the measurement, downloaded from the
stations, in the main database (DB Air), used by the rest of the AQDRS system.
This solution made it possible to maintain the structure of the DB Air, which already existed before the Centrale
software development and facilitates the possible reuse of the software in other measurement networks.
Both databases are hosted on the server of the Operational Center, via Postgres 4.8.20. The database DB Air
is also used by a software for automatic validation, written in C and installed in the same server, and by the
application server of CSI on which many of the AQDRS system applications are hosted. The CSI server
accesses the Operations Centre server via the RUPAR network.
The database DB Air is also accessed via ODBC, by some ARPA's workstations placed in various cities of
Piedmont. This access is via the geographic ARPA network.
The Central software is equipped with a Web-based user interface, used both by ARPA machines and, through
RUPAR network, from CSI-Piedmont machines. The Web interface is exposed through HTTP protocol and
uses an authentication system by means of user input and password. The authentication mechanism used is
based on a database (DB Auth), hosted on a server in CSI. In case of impossibility of access to such databases
you can still access the application, using an unlock password for local access.
The Central software also implements a proxy mechanism that makes available the Web interface of the
monitoring stations to all the users of the Web Interface of Central software, even if their machines do not have
the ability to directly access the monitoring stations.
The Central software accesses the monitoring stations via the HTTP protocol: for the stations with Internet
connection the access is via the HTTP proxy of ARPA, for the stations that use ISDN connectivity the access is
via the ISDN access server of ARPA.
The monitoring stations that use the ISDN network can also connect to Central software, using HTTP protocol,
to access the backup configurations.
A similar connection is not provided for the stations attested on the Internet, for safety reasons, even if would
be useful.
What is described above is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Operation centre-Logical view

2.1.4 The monitoring station, logic view
The OS of the monitoring station PC is Linux Ubuntu 9.04 (32-bit version).
To ensure uniformity of OS, installations are made through a CD, produced by CSI, containing a pre-configured
Linux distribution, and the software operating the monitoring station. It was developed in Java by CSI and uses
Java SE 1.6.0_20 VM Server.

The station software uses several open source libraries: an embedded Web server Jetty (version 6.1.26) and
the Google Web Toolkit ( GWT, version 2.7.0 ) used to develop the Web user interface.
The user logs on locally to the software via the browser Firefox (v3.6.11), installed on the station PC. This
browser is also used for access to some services of AQDRS system, provided by the server of CSI.
On the Linux operating system, it is also used:
the XFCE desktop environment;
the Comedi library, with related kernel drivers, for the management of the A/D acquisition boards;
In some cases, the ser2net service to expose the PC serial ports on TCP/IP sockets;
the Linux kernel firewall (iptables), for stations that use connection systems exposed on the Internet.

The station software implements the following main tasks:
acquisition of the measurements and status information from the air quality analyzers;
computation of the aggregations (hourly and daily average, etc...) starting from instantaneous
measurements;
communication of all this information to the OC;
providing a Web interface for access to measurement data, status information and to make configuration
easier.
The acquired measurements and the data calculated by station software are stored in plain text files on the
local file system. Aggregate data and status information is read from the Operations Center periodically; the
instantaneous measurements are read from the Operations Centre only on user request. All information in local
files on the station will be retained for a period configurable centrally.
The software accesses the analysers directly connected on the LAN or via LAN / serial converters or via
ser2net software with TCP/IP protocol. The software can also connect directly to the analysers with serial port
via JavaComm API (RxTx implementation).
The Comedi library is used to acquire data and signals from the analysers wired to A/D boards; it is accessed
from Java using JNI technology.
The Web user interface of the station software is exposed on TCP port 55000 and can be used both by the
local browser and remotely. It is protected by a password that gives rights to read and change the configuration
and a second password that allows read-only. There is no user management.
The Operations Center software periodically polls (typically every hour) measurement stations for
measurements and status information download. For this purpose, the station software exposes a Web service
based on the http protocol, always using the port 55000, which makes available the information in text format.
This Web service also allows you to send the station some configuration information. At present this Web
service does not require any authentication.
As for safety, the ISDN connectivity is a point to point connection between the ARPA access server and station
router, with verification of the caller's phone numbers and user authentication and password provided by the
routers.
The connection can take place in both directions. The ARPA access server side can only be used by
authorized machines. On the access server are enabled only the ports used by the station software and the
Operations Centre.
If the connectivity is provided via the Internet (ADSL, broadband wireless, and 3G packet data), the Linux
firewall is activated on the station, allowing access to ARPA and CSI proxy only and restricting it to the ports
necessary for the functioning of the software.
The Operations Centre connects to the stations using HTTP to download information and to display their web
user interface and using SSH for the management of the station operating system and for software updates.
The station clock is kept synchronized using NTP, using public servers for the stations connected via the
Internet, using the Operations Center server for the stations connected via ISDN.

From stations with Internet connectivity, you can use in the station's browser the AQDRS applications, made
available by CSI’s server, via HTTPS connection. From stations with ISDN connectivity, the HTTPS connection
occurs from the station to the Operational Centre and from there it is redirected, through RUPAR network, to
CSI.
What is described above is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Monitoring station-Logical view

2.2 List of requirements
2.2.1 What must be protected
List all systems to be protected
From a general point of view the monitoring stations and the data collection Operative Center should be
protected. In the monitoring stations, it is important to protect the station PC against attacks from the network
connectivity to the outside, thus protecting the routers, modems and PCs. It is also important to protect stations
from unauthorized physical access and vandalism given the high costs of the equipment in the stations. It is
also worth mentioning that the risk of theft of the equipment is very low, since this is a singular equipment to be
used for a very particular objective.
On the other hand, the Operations Center server is a critical element of the system that must be protected. In
particular, it is necessary to protect both the software that controls the acquisition of information from
monitoring stations, and the databases. It must also be protected the ARPA enterprise infrastructures used as
the access server and the HTTP proxy.
Recognized the need for protecting both the monitoring stations and the OC, we may with no doubt assess that
the most critical system is the Operations Centre. Indeed, the impact of a potential attack in a monitoring station
is not critical (especially if only one is compromised) on the entire system. However, the fact that the OC
contains all data of the system and also assuming it is located within the infrastructure of ARPA Piemonte,
makes it sensitive to be used for further attacks on the corporate network.

2.2.2 Identity potential attackers/threats
Potential internal threats
Although unlikely, they could be implemented by the civil servants or from the technicians of those companies
taking over the maintenance.
Potential external threats
External threats can come from individuals wishing to damage the computer infrastructure of the public
administration.
Other external threats can be acts of vandalism carried out directly on the equipment contained within the
measures stations.
It is not to exclude the attack by individuals who wish to alter the measured data from the stations, in particular
of those located in the vicinity of critical industrial installations, such as incinerators, power stations, etc.... with
the aim to cause the detection of higher measures or lower than the real ones.
Identify any potential attack locations
For the measurement stations, the places where they could get the attacks depend on the technology used to
connect to the Operations Center. In particular, attacks can come from:
For stations that are connected via the Internet cyber-attacks can come from the Internet.
For stations connected via ISDN attacks could come through connection attempts on the ISDN line.
For all stations the attacks could get even physically entering the station, then trying to log into the station
PC or by a cable connection to the internal network of the station.
The monitoring stations with ISDN connection, if compromised remotely or directly, could be used to attack
the Operations Centre.

The stations with Internet access, however, have no right to access more toward the Operations Centre and the
AQDRS systems, than any workstation connected to the Internet by third parties.
The Data Collection Operations Center, located at ARPA, is not configured so that it can be accessed from the
Internet: it is located in an ARPA internal network.
Possible attacks could come through the following ways:
Through the monitoring stations with ISDN line;
Indirectly from the Internet, where the network of ARPA is compromised, for example, through other
servers that expose services on the Internet;
From the internal network of ARPA or RUPAR network of public administration;
By anyone who can access the ARPA server farm.

2.2.3 System behaviour
What is the system normal behaviour
The normal behaviour of the monitoring station is the acquisition of environmental data from the analysers and
the acquisition of station and analysers alarm states, making this information available to the user interface of
the station's software and to the Operations Centre. To that end:
Communication between the station software and the analysers with LAN or serial interface must be up
and running.
The ADSL or wireless broadband router and 3G modems must maintain the Internet connection always
active.
The ISDN router must enable communication only at the request of the station or the Operations Center.
The PC stations do not generate data traffic except to answer the requests of the Operational Centre or
directly used by engineers when they work at the stations.
The Operations Centre must periodically poll the stations (usually hourly) to collect the stored information.
The Operations Centre must present the general state of all stations, highlighting any alarms or
communication problems.
The databases must be operational and accessible by authorized machines.
What is the system abnormal behaviour
We may easily conclude that system abnormal behaviour would be anything not meeting the above description.
Some examples for abnormal behaviour may be:
Presence of abnormal data traffic on the stations.
Blocking of the data acquisition software.
Lack of communication with one or more analyzers.
Lack of communication with the Operations Centre.
Central software is not functioning.
Improper use of the validation procedures, both automatic and interactive.
Non-accessible databases.

2.2.4 Utilities used or need to be used
Used:
SO Linux - Currently the Linux kernel firewall is used (iptables) on stations with Internet connectivity.

Authentication/Authorization - For stations with ISDN connectivity is used ACLs on routers that attach only
to the authorized phone numbers, as well as the mutual authentication between routers with user and
password.
To be used:
Channel encryption - Another area of improvement is the use of the HTTPS protocol for both the user
interface of the stations for the communication protocol between stations and Operative Centre.
Cybersecurity
•

Firewall - To improve safety would be useful to employ the Linux firewall even on stations that
communicate via ISDN. For stations that use the 3G modem on public APN it would be preferable the
transition to a private APN

2.2.5 Trust models used or need to be used
The Web user interface of the monitoring stations as well as the PC station can be accessed locally by the
technicians of ARPA Piedmont and by the employees of the companies involved in the maintenance.
The PC station is remotely accessible by the Operations Centre and staff of CSI in charge of network
management.
The Web user interface of the station software can be accessed remotely, but only from corporate networks, by
the staff of ARPA and CSI.
The application interface of the station software is accessible by the Operations Centre software.
The Operations Center software can be accessed remotely, but only from corporate networks, by the staff of
ARPA and CSI.
The database of air quality (air-DB) is remotely accessible from the interactive validation software, installed on
some stations of ARPA.

2.2.6 Security related system used or need to be used:
Security system components used
With regard to the central system located at ARPA, the security systems used are the http proxy, the ISDN
access server and a network firewall.
For monitoring stations, there are no additional hardware security systems in addition to the Linux kernel
firewall or security mechanisms built into the router (although not intimately related to the main CIPSEC
objective it is worth mentioning that the monitoring stations are protected not only by the door locked but also
by a metal fence with lockable gate).
From the software point of view access to the operating system of the machines can only happen through ssh
remotely.
The management applications with web interface of the monitoring station and of the Operations Center require
authentication to grant user access.
Monitoring system components used
The monitoring of the state of the monitoring stations is performed by the Operations Center software.
Type of information collected
The monitoring of the state of the stations collects information about the functioning of the stations, about the
communication status, the analyzers status and the door status.

Protocols used
The protocol used in the exchange of information between the Operations Center software and one of the
monitoring stations is HTTP.
The station PC clock and the Operational Center server clock are synchronized via the NTP [9] protocol.
The connection to the station PC for OS and software maintenance is done using SSH.
The connection to the database (DB air), housed in the Operations Center, is via JDBC and ODBC.
The connection from the monitoring stations to the services offered by AQDRS system takes place in
HTTPS.
The connection between the station software and analyzers with LAN or serial port is via proprietary or
industry (eg. Modbus) protocols transmitted using TCP/IP for LAN or RS232.
Information exchanged
The information read by the analysers and sensors are air quality measurements and station status information.
The monitoring station sends this information, together with calculated aggregations and station configuration
information, to the Operations Centre. An example of data exchanged between the monitoring station and the
OC is included next:
OK
16
f5a427a6-5d1c-47ad-a0cb-1f3ba1df52c5,enabled,0,,0,0,,
f8a89eaa-0e91-4b7e-ac87-c429841cb4df,enabled,0,,0,0,,
15d82b62-f61a-4632-8e14-74e87b127c0b,enabled,,,0,0,,
ffcceb8f-c0de-4a78-b8b6-793a535473ba,enabled,0,,0,0,,
01994a43-f301-4ff8-b170-db6ef56fb0de,enabled,0,,0,0,,
c1738639-e26a-4646-9d76-1d646d59e596,enabled,0,,0,0,,
fb99b1f9-d570-45e3-9ae4-b310ee350394,enabled,0,,0,0,,
87be6b04-9eb4-4134-bf37-7e4cd7ba8ddd,enabled,0,,0,0,0,
b8597da4-b3d5-462f-a5e9-e383dee64333,enabled,0,,0,0,0,
d83bc936-c153-4628-bd0c-87efc34b4c69,deleted,,,,,,
dc9619e3-3e23-483d-b5a8-019ebbc3876c,deleted,,,,,,
8598edf7-0e6a-4192-b490-36c9d5903e57,disabled,,,,,,
ab86f3c7-a1fa-44fe-9401-b8d46b5d5dbf,enabled,0,,0,0,0,
4a0026e0-a5bc-4e24-9617-ff550853380b,enabled,0,,0,0,,
9cdc91f6-19ed-44dc-a1c3-086f2730c7da,enabled,0,,0,0,,
4ddf4703-677d-4cb5-afa8-e656a31e025d,enabled,0,,0,0,,

The Operations Center sends general information to the station configuration, valid for all stations (eg. The
aggregation periods allowed, the units, the names of the pollutants to be measured). An example of
communications between the OC and a station is shown next:
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX - - [11/ott/2016:13:01:16 +0100] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 595
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX- - [11/ott/2016:13:01:16 +0100] "GET /copservice?function=getPerifericoVersion HTTP/1.1" 200 6
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX- - [11/ott/2016:13:01:16 +0100] "GET /copservice?function=getProtocolVersion HTTP/1.1" 200 6
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX- - [11/ott/2016:13:01:16 +0100] "GET /copservice?function=getStationConfig&station=ca2156dc-17da-4f69-82e33edd847e1a99&config=1a85e7bb-d15f-47a7-b019-dd32f23791e3 HTTP/1.1" 200 40
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX- - [11/ott/2016:13:01:16 +0100] "GET /copservice?function=getApplicationStatus&station=ca2156dc-17da-4f6982e3-3edd847e1a99 HTTP/1.1" 200 429
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX- - [11/ott/2016:13:01:17 +0100] "GET /copservice?function=getDiskUsage&station=ca2156dc-17da-4f69-82e33edd847e1a99 HTTP/1.1" 200 89
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX- - [11/ott/2016:13:01:17 +0100] "GET /copservice?function=listAnalyzers&station=ca2156dc-17da-4f69-82e33edd847e1a99&dataValid=true HTTP/1.1" 200 864
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX- - [11/ott/2016:13:01:17 +0100] "GET /copservice?function=listContainerAlarms&station=ca2156dc-17da-4f69-82e33edd847e1a99 HTTP/1.1" 200 146
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX- - [11/ott/2016:13:01:17 +0100] "GET /copservice?function=getEventData&station=ca2156dc-17da-4f69-82e33edd847e1a99&analyzer=fb99b1f9-d570-45e3-9ae4b310ee350394&event=fault&startDate=20161003085204&endDate=20161011130117 HTTP/1.1" 200 5
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX- - [11/ott/2016:13:01:17 +0100] "GET /copservice?function=getEventData&station=ca2156dc-17da-4f69-82e33edd847e1a99&analyzer=fb99b1f9-d570-45e3-9ae4b310ee350394&event=manteinance&startDate=20130101000000&endDate=20161011130117 HTTP/1.1" 200 5
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX- - [11/ott/2016:13:01:18 +0100] "GET /copservice?function=getEventData&station=ca2156dc-17da-4f69-82e33edd847e1a99&analyzer=fb99b1f9-d570-45e3-9ae4b310ee350394&event=man_calib&startDate=20160920145312&endDate=20161011130117 HTTP/1.1" 200 5

The Operations Centre makes available to other applications of AQDRS system information received from the
stations via the air DB database.

2.2.7 Security incidents handling:
Recovery processes
For the monitoring stations, in the event of a security incident that compromises the station, the same process,
defined for events of PC failures with mass memory corruption, is used.
Specifically, CSI has produced a CD that allows semi-automatic installation of the operating system and
software of the station: the operator has to deal basically to make the PC network configuration via a user
interface offered by the installation system.
The configuration of the station software, which is backed up by the Operations Centre whenever any change
occurs, is available for download from the Operations Center.
Aggregate data on the station, being copied to the Operations Center with hourly intervals, does not need to be
restored on the station in case of loss.
The instantaneous measurements, as only used rarely and in special situations, but very voluminous, are not
subject to backup or to restore in case of accident: the disks of most stations use a RAID 1 configuration, and
you accept the risk of losing this information, albeit much reduced.
For the Operations Centre, backups of databases and configurations are carried out on daily basis.
In case of accident with damage that cannot be repaired, the Operations Center virtual machine can be rebuilt
and restored from backups.
The current day's data, not in the backup, can be automatically downloaded from the monitoring stations.

2.2.8 Data protection
Type of data kept
The data stored and handled by the system includes information of the station status, station alarms, the
alarms of the instruments, instantaneous data recorded by analysers, and finally information about the
configuration of the station itself, hence none of them to be considered as sensitive data.
The Central software saves the information downloaded from the monitoring stations in an internal database
(dbcentrale). This database stores the data aggregation (average hourly, daily...) calculated from station
software on instantaneous data, alarms of the instruments and the station alarms. Stations and sensors registry
information and configuration, needed for monitoring network management and OC functionality, is also stored
in the internal database.
Storage solutions used
The software station saves the data in unencrypted text files on the PC file system where the application is
executed.
The Central software saves its data in an internal relational database, named dbcentrale, and it also pours a
copy of the information on measurements, downloaded from the stations, on dbaria database.
These databases are subject to daily backup.
Storage technologies used
The databases used by the software of the Central (Central and dbaria) are hosted on the Operational Center
server using Postgres 8.4.20.

2.2.9 Classification/ranking of features needed
1

Table 1 shows a ranking for all features considered in Pilot 1 from 1 (lower relevance) to 5 (higher relevance) .
Table 1 Classification/ranking of features needed by pilot 1 (CSI)
Importance of features (if needed)

1

2

3

4

5

Robustness

X

Availability

X

Reliability

X

Usability

X

Effectiveness

X

Privacy

X

Cost

X

Response time

X

Auditing

X

Alerting

X

Ease of control and administration

X

Real time response

X

Integrity

X

Confidentiality

X

Non-repudiation

X

( Nodes) Authentication

X

Scalability

X

Traceability

X

2.3 Security requirements analysis
Regarding the CSI environment measurement pilot, since a series of different actors are involved in the system,
there are many different assets to be secured. Categorizing the above assets, we can identify end nodes (eg.
field devices, data collection and monitoring stations), network infrastructure (eg. routers, server station PCs)
and data infrastructure (data bases, software, access control mechanisms etc.). To protect the above assets
from security attacks, using the presented in section 3 pilot’s description, there were identified several security
features to be addressed in the CSI pilot scaled in a 1 to 5 importance point system. Among them the most
important features are: Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness, Cost, Response time, Auditing, Alerting,
Ease of control and administration.
For each of the most important features, the following table shows the set of involved assets.

1
This ranking has been done basing on the subjective criteria of the CSI staff involved in the preparation of the document. The subjective
criteria of the CSI staff comes from their experience over the years managing their systems.

Table 2 Assets involved in the most important features of CSI pilot
Assets
Monitoring stations

Features
Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness

Station PC

Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness, Real time response,
Ease of control and administration

IT hardware and automatic
measurement instrumentation security

Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness, Real time response

Device security

Effectiveness, Cost

Protection against unauthorized
physical access

Effectiveness, Cost

Data collection operative center

Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness, Alerting, Auditing, Ease
of control and administration

Operation center server security

Effectiveness, Cost

Software security

Effectiveness, Cost

Databases Security

Effectiveness, Cost

Network security

Effectiveness, Availability, Reliability, Usability

Access control

Effectiveness, Cost

Communication security

Effectiveness, Cost

Web interface security

Effectiveness, Cost

Virtualized environment security

Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness, Cost, Ease of control
and administration

3 System description for pilot 2 (DB)
3.1 Introduction
The railway infrastructure (https://www.bahn.de/p_en/view/index.shtml) is the biggest business premise in
Germany – with public access. It consists of 5,700 stations, which act as gate to the railway transportation. The
infrastructure is built upon a rail network of 33,500 km and a total of about 70,000 railway switches. These are
operated by 3,300 interlocking systems (1,323 of these interlockings are electronic interlockings – ESTW).
The main objective of railway transportation is safe operation. Due to this the systems have to fulfil the
requirements of several safety standards (EN 50126 [10], EN 50128 [11], EN 50129 [12]) and an admission by
the national safety authority has to be granted. This also applies, if changes to the system are made, which
affect safety.
Information about the domain and the system behaviour in general can be found in EULYNX (European
Initiative. Linking Interlocking Subsystems, 2016) [13], a glossary with railway specific terms can be found in
EULYNX (EULYNX Glossary, 2016) [14].

Figure 8 Changing environment of interlocking system

While former interlocking systems, Figure 8 , were monolithic systems built by one vendor, for current systems
the philosophy changed. For the communication between the interlocking and the attached systems standard
protocols are used, the hardware architecture consists of standard components and the networking
components are COTS components. This offers new attack surfaces to potential attackers, as it can be seen in
Figure 9.

3.2 List of requirements
3.2.1 What must be protected
The railway infrastructure consists of many components, which act together to ensure a safe rail operation.
Most relevant are the components responsible for signalling, like interlocking systems. The following figure
shows an abstract architecture of the NeuPro (NeuPro is a project at DB for developing the successor of the
common ESTW interlocking systems) interlocking architecture Figure 9 , which is currently developed by DB
Netz.

A network oriented view of the interlocking systems can be found in Figure 10. The systems are explained in
the upcoming section.

Figure 9 NeuPro interlocking architecture (version from 06/2016)

List all the systems that have to be protected
Next we describe the components and systems requiring protection strategies. The descriptions are based on
the published EULYNX documents [13] and [14] and on recent information from development documents.
ESTW/ESTW-ZE (interlocking)
The ESTW/ESTW-ZE is the heart of the interlocking system. It contains all information about the required
elements and maintains the current state of the supervised area. Commands by surrounding systems are
sent to the ESTW-ZE and it then checks if the command can be performed or not. The ESTW-ZE is
responsible for safe routes.
Control Room
In a control room the operator is located. He has a workstation, which shows the current state of the
supervised railway network and he then can select routes for trains.
Object Controller
An object controller is located near to the according field element (signal, point or I/O group). The OC is
connected to the ESTW-ZE with a RaSTA connection and performs the operations, which the ESTW-ZE
orders.
Signal
The signal consists of several lights and some optic elements.
Point
The point is used to change tracks.
Axle-Counter System
An axle-counter is important for checking if a track is free. These counters are positioned at the beginning
and the end of each area and count the axles entering it and the leaving axles. If the counter is not 0, the
area is stated as not free.

BÜSA-FSÜ
System for securing a railway crossing. It checks if the crossing is closed and free of any other vehicles,
before the train is allowed to pass.
ETCS-Z
It is the European Train Control System, which is being implemented in most European countries. It is
connected to the normal interlocking system and gets commands from there. These are sent either via
GSM-R or via LEUs.
Track field network
Object controllers are grouped in track fields, these are for instance all elements within the area of a
station. The object controllers there are all connected to a concentration point from which a connection to
the ESTW-ZE is established. This network is exposed to attackers, because the cables are located near
the tracks and no special access control is possible. Cat. 3 according to EN 50159.
Interlocking network
The interlocking network is the portion of the network inside the building of the interlocking system.
ZL
The “Zuglenkung” (ZL) is a system for automatic driveway setting. The system has a timetable of for the
controlled area and builds driveways according to this table for the trains as soon as they enter the area.
ZMA
The “Zugnummernmeldeanlage” automatically moves the ID numbers for each train as they move from
one area to the other. This is done by detection of the signal going to stop.
Documentation system
The documentation system is used for logging all actions, which are performed by the operator of the
interlocking system and also the responses from the interlocking system. This log is needed if an incident
occurs and may be used as evidence during police investigation.
Power Supply
The power supply system gives status information to the interlocking systems. These can be the outage of
power or a malfunction of specific equipment.
Key-Management
The key management system is used for managing the PKI infrastructure of KISA or other equipment with
similar functionality.
Maintenance Devices
The maintenance personnel for reprogramming ETCS balises or reconfiguring subsystems of the ESTW
use these devices.
Diagnose
Diagnose system, which monitors the states of the systems and supports if failures have to be found and
repaired. The newer systems are also used for predictive maintenance.
MDM
The Maintenance and Diagnose Module is a new element of the NeuPro development. The device stores
all configuration files for track side equipment and provides the field elements with the configurations.
Besides this the system aggregates the local log messages of the field elements, analyses them and
transmits the relevant information to the Security Operations Center. In a later stage this system shall also
be responsible for delivering firmware and software updates to the attached components.
LEU
The LEUs are part of ETCS and are placed near the tracks for communication with the onboard units. The
communicate the state of upcoming signals, speed limits and other relevant information.

Security-Gateway
(Security Gateway) is a component, which was introduced around 1997 when the operation centers were
connected. A security gateway builds up a redundant connection over a Cat. 3 network and secures it with
encryption
KISA-Module
(Communication Infrastructure Secure Application) is a component developed by DB AG for replacing the
security gateways. KISA connects 2 or more sites with an cryptographic channel. The system is based on
PKI and is built up redundant. The KISA-modules are placed at every endpoint of the connection.
KISA-SC
The Security Center of KISA is responsible for managing the PKI infrastructure and the components pf
KISA. The operators of the KISA-SC are also responsible for monitoring the state of the devices and
reacting to anomalies.

Figure 10 Network View of an interlocking system and attached systems

3.2.2 Identify potential attackers/threats
Potential internal threats
The list of potential internal threats may be summarized as follows:
Internal Perpetrator (currently nothing, that we are allowed to publish)
Employees (for example employees tend to search for ways to make their work easier and by this override
the safety logic. This has been dealt by with the introduction of counters for specific actions, which have to
be documented)
Potential external threats
Similar to the term above, the list of envisioned potential threats includes:
Terrorist Organizations
Criminal Organizations
Governmental Organizations
Competing Companies
Activists
Hacker
Cyber Criminals
Identify any potential attack locations
Over the Internet
Inside Track Field

3.2.3 System behaviour
What is the system normal behaviour
In normal cases the traffic flow is mostly constant. Object Controllers (OCs) are reporting their current states
and are sending heartbeats for the RaSTA [15] protocol. Upon each action of the operator a predefined set of
elements receives a command and afterwards performs the required actions for this command. After these are
finished, the OC reports the success.
In case of maintenance or infrastructure problems the traffic flow may vary, as the operator may be required to
perform some exceptional commands. Under certain circumstances it may happen, that the safety-related
system gets into an error-state (e.g. there was an electronic malfunction and the signal switched from go to
hold without the train having passed). In such situations, the operator has the ability to override the safety
functionality with a so called “Hilfshandlung” (auxiliary action) and set the signal to go again.
What is the system abnormal behaviour?
Abnormal behaviour could be some highly irregular traffic on the network. Also the traffic could consist of
unknown protocol data, as normally the used protocols on each network segment are known.
Besides this, abnormal behaviour could be wrong signal states or strange behaviour of the field elements.

3.2.4 Utilities used or need to be used
Cybersecurity: This should be applied to all processes (development, operation, etc.) of the system to
ensure that attackers do not have the possibility to perform unwanted actions.

Anomaly Detection: Should be used in the networks, which connect the elements of the interlocking
system in order to detect, if an attacker was able to enter the network. Besides this malicious behaviour of
components should be detected (which may happen due to COTS usage
HW Security
DDoS
Vulnerability tests and recommendation: As we specify, which security functionality has to be provided by
which component, we need a way to check for the security functionality.
Contingency Plans – PPPs
Training Courses: A big part of security work for us will be the generation of awareness.
Forensics: In several cases components have to be replaced due to malfunctions. In such cases it should
be able to check, if this happened due to an attacker. Besides this the German law requires us to report on
attacks and therefore we have to find out, what happened and how the attack was performed.

3.2.5 Trust models used or need to be used
Categories according to EN 50159
Networks in the rail domain are divided by three categories according to EN 50159. Cat. 1 represents a
closed network with fixed devices. These devices never or very seldom change, there are no devices
added or removed from the network
Cat. 2 is an open network, meaning, that the devices can change during the life of the system. These can
be added, removed or changed. In category 2 networks attacks are negligible.
Cat. 3 is every network in which attacks can occur.
New ISO 62443-3-3
Based on ISO 62443 the systems are now divided into zones and conduits (connections between zones).
For every zone and conduit a security analysis is performed and the zone then has to fulfil requirements
which apply for the needed security level. Conduits, which are connecting these zones have to fulfil
specific security functionality, e.g. if they are connecting zones of the same level, the conduit has to
ensure, that the communication is not negatively influenced
Who has access and on which component/system.

3.2.6 Security related system used or need to be used
Security system components used
The component descriptions are taken from internal development documents
KISA (Communication Infrastructure Secure Application) is a component developed by DB AG for
replacing the security gateways. KISA connects 2 or more sites with an cryptographic channel. The system
is based on PKI and is built up redundant.
SG (Security Gateway) is a component, which was introduced around 1997 when the operation centers
were connected. A security gateway builds up a redundant connection over a Cat. 3 network and secures
it with encryption.
ST (Security Translator) is a component for connecting different integrity areas with each other. The
component lets communication from a higher level to the lower level pass without any filtering. If the lower
level wants to send data to the higher level, the communication is filtered.
Data Diode. A data diode ensures, that data is only passed in one direction (waterfall).

Monitoring system components used
Currently none for security
Diagnose Computers for interlocking core
Type of information collected
None for security; failures of components are logged.
Protocols used
RaSTA (DIN VDE V 0831-200)
Safety relevant communication uses RaSTA (DKE, 2016), which fulfils the requirements of EN 50159. With
this protocol the requirements of Kat 2 networks are fulfilled. These requirements deal with systematic
communication problems, like lost packets or bit flips during communication. Manipulation by an attacker is
not addressed by this protocol.
SCI-xx
As part of the NeuPro specification the communication interfaces between relevant systems are
standardized for ensuring the interoperability between systems of heterogeneous vendors. Each SCI
(Standard Communication Interface) defines a data format for communication and specifies the used
message types and communication flows. There exist multiple variations of the SCI, e.g. SCI-P for points
or SCI-ILS for connecting interlockings.
Information exchanged
Commands, Configuration Data

3.2.7 Security incidents handling
Security incidents are currently only addressed by safety measures.
Practices used
Fallback levels according to current Ril.
Other security guidelines used
Currently none known
Recovery processes
Currently no security recovery processes are existent. In case of an incident, the maintenance personnel
replace the affected component. This component is later on checked for the cause of the incident, but no
forensic analysis is performed.

3.2.8 Data Protection
Type of data kept
Only operational data is kept. This may be:
Timetable data
Log of performed interlocking commands
Configuration data

Storage solutions used
Currently:
Paper
Hard drives
Databases for project data
Storage technologies used
Currently interlocking systems use no specialized storage technologies. The action log of the interlocking
system and its operator is either directly printed on paper or stored on a hard drive.

3.2.9 Classification/ranking of features needed
1

Table 3 shows a ranking for all features considered in Pilot 2 from 1 (lower relevance) to 5 (higher relevance).
Table 3 Classification/ranking of features needed by pilot 2 (DB)
Importance of features (if needed)

1

2

3

4

5

Robustness

X

Availability

X

Reliability

X

Usability

X

Effectiveness
Privacy
Cost

X
X

Response time

X

Auditing

X

Alerting

X

Ease of control and administration

X

Real time response

X

Integrity
Confidentiality

X
X

Non-repudiation

X

(Nodes) Authentication

X

Scalability
Traceability

X
X

3.3 System requirements analysis
Regarding the DB transportation pilot, there exist several subsystems in the overall Critical Infrastructure to be
protected. Those systems involve the interlocking mechanism, centralized control equipment (control room) but
also in-field systems (field device control) as well as the interlocking network. All the above assets need to be

1

This ranking has been done basing on the subjective criteria of the DB staff involved in the preparation of the document. The subjective
criteria of the BD staff comes from their experience over the years managing their systems.

protected against internal and external attacks, including abnormal behaviour and denial of service. To protect
the above assets from such attacks, using the presented in section 4 pilot’s description, there were identified
several security features to be addressed in the DB pilot scaled in a 1 to 5 importance point system. Among
them the most important features are: Robustness, Availability, Reliability, Response time, Auditing, Alerting,
Ease of control and administration, Real time response, Integrity, Scalability.
Table 4 shows the set of assets involved in pilot 2 that may be tested in the validation tasks.
Finally, it is worth highlighting that in the current system specification, diagnostic data from the systems is sent
via OPC-UA, SNMPv2c and SNMPv3. Each of the protocols is configured with encryption in order to protect the
data. The logging on the components is performed via syslog or similar systems. The logged data afterwards is
gathered and analysed at the MDM. If anomalies are detected at this point an Operations Center is informed.

Table 4 Assets involved in the most important features of DB pilot
Assets

Features

Monitoring system security

Alerting, Scalability

Cyber security

Auditing

Device and equipment security

Integrity

Interlocking network

Robustness, Availability, Response time, Reliability, Integrity, Real
time response

Control room security

Integrity, Alerting

Object controller

Integrity, Robustness, Availability, Real time response

Signal

Integrity, Robustness, Real time response

Point

Integrity, Robustness, Real time response

Axle-counter system

Integrity, Robustness, Real time response

BUSA-FSU

Integrity, Robustness, Real time response

Track field network

Integrity, Availability, Alerting

ZL

Availability, Integrity

ZMA

Availability, Integrity

Documentation system

Integrity, Auditing

Power supply

Availability

Key-management

Integrity, Availability

Maintenance device

Integrity

Diagnose

Availability, Alerting

MDM

Integrity, Robustness, Availability, Alerting

LEU

Integrity, Robustness, Real time response

Security-gateway

Integrity, Robustness, Real time response, Availability, Alerting

KISA-module

Integrity, Robustness, Real time response, Availability, Alerting

KISA-SC

Integrity, Availability, Scalability

4 System description for pilot 3 (HCB)
4.1 Introduction
The Hospital Clinic de Barcelona (HCB, [3]), as one of the most recognized and representative largest public
tertiary university hospitals in Spain and in the EU, is yearly caring for thousands of patients through applying
the most innovative treatments and solutions in the health arena.
To this end, professionals rely on hospital premises strongly depending on IT and OT. Thus, the hospital is
managing thousands of devices, many different networks with high low-latency constraints, controls at different
levels and strong privacy requirements on the collected and processed data.
Some of the most representative OT are:
Clinical subsystems
Monitoring and therapeutic equipment (potentially directly connectable to dedicated VLAN Ethernet
network on through Central Patient Monitoring Stations that receive the patient data and send the clinical
parameters using HL7 [16] standardized protocols):
•

+ 150 Medical Hemodynamic Patient Monitors (75% of them corresponding to our 7 ICU units already
connected)

•

+ 60 Mechanical Ventilators

•

+ 600 Infusion Pumps

•

+ 60 Anaesthesia Stations

•

+ 80 ECG

•

+ 70 Haemodialysis Machines

•

+ 30 Neonatal Incubators

•

] among others

Imaging equipment (all of them connected to dedicated VLAN Ethernet network interchanging mainly
images to/from PACS storage reservoir through DICOM [18] standard protocols):
•

4 TC - PET/CT

•

4 MRI

•

2 Digital Mammographs

•

70 Ultrasounds

•

30 portable and stationary X-Ray systems

•

3 Gammacameras

High interventionist areas (including and partially integrating equipments from both prior categories):
•

8 Hemodynamic, Electrophysiology and Angiography Labs

•

30 OR (11 of them fully integrated)

•

13 videoendoscopy exploration rooms from different medical specialties

Non-Clinical subsystems
Related to Security department: Including:

Figure 11 Surveillance cameras
•

Surveillance cameras (see Figure 11): All public areas and also certain critical areas are equipped with
surveillance cameras. In the first phase cameras embedded digital analogue converters concentrated
on racks but lately IP digital cameras have also been implemented. All of them (200 units) are
connected to the Security VLAN and are managed by a software called OnSafe Lan Access [19] that
resides on a physical server inside the security facilities. Besides, everything is connected to a rack
with recorders managed from the same software.

•

Access control: It consists of the deployment of more than 275 biometric controls from DORLET [20]
integrated into the IP network hospital belonging to the VLAN security. All of them are managed from
an application, linked with the human resources database, running on a virtual server deployed in the
hospital data center.

Figure 12 SIRIUS Storage application

•

Temperature and gas concentration active RFID sensors: More than 300 sensors from SPY RF from
JRI monitored and managed through their SIRIUS Storage application, (Figure 12), running over a
virtual server in the CPD.

Linked to Maintenance department: Including:
•

Air conditioning and Heating facilities: Centralized in Engine Rooms located between the main
hospital’s pavilions. All cold production equipment, boilers and air conditioners (operating rooms and
ICUs) are managed by a SCADA/HMI from SCHNEIDER for the Clinic site, (see Figure 13), and from
SIEMENS in the Maternitat Site and Coex. Each room has its own machine control panel (see Figure
14), overturning the technical information to the specific VLAN that are interpreted by a virtual server
installed application.

Figure 13 Air conditioning and Heating controller in Clinic Site
It is expected that during this year and more progressively in the near future, the SCADA will also
integrate the centralized fire detection, currently consisting in different centrals isolated for each
pavilion sending a warning of fire through a proprietary cable.
•

Voice over IP: This solution is still not fully deployed. At this moment the 95% of telephony is still
analog even in certain peripheral locations where the installation of a LIM was not possible it has
already been implemented a partial and lately scalable IP solution -100 endpoints- (a minority,
considering that the Hospital has more than 5000 extensions).

Figure 14 Room control panel

•

Patient’s bedside multimedia monitors: This service is being applied in individual cases but it also uses
network communication, and both voice, TV and Internet are using infrastructure resources. Physical
servers installed in the CPD are responsible for managing the contents and communications with these
bedside terminal elements, all connected by UTP cable to the racks distributed in each hospital’s plant.

•

Nurse call system for patients: Soon will be installed for the first time in our institution an IP based
system for calls from patient to nurse communication. That solution will permit that the alarms,
warnings and voice communication could be performed by mobile terminals using the wireless
infrastructure of the patient’s rooms at the hospital wards; all managed from a proprietary software that
resides on a virtual server installed in the CDP.

This complex universe of partially linked independent devices as a whole is managed through strict protocols
and rules mainly dependent on:
The nature of the equipment (medical, non-medical).
The type of information obtained/transmitted to the hospital’s VLANs: raw data (curves, parameters ]),
images (DICOM, non-medical ]) or direct patient information.
The particular brands’ strategies and the existence of certain property solutions

In short, after the detailed description above of the different systems and subsystems, we may conclude that
guaranteeing and maintaining security to hospital infrastructures and also privacy to patients’ information and
procedures, while: i) simultaneously providing fast and accurate decisions, and; ii) allowing the possibility to
introduce new developments/solutions already available on the market (or purely non-commercial customized
ones) with enough agility, is on the top rank of actions required to successfully support professionals’ activities.
This is even more important nowadays, when the smart connected products and the Internet-of-Things are
transforming the medical device industry and enabling manufacturers to contend with grooving competition for
service business, provide new home care solutions and ensure compliance with strict regulatory requirements.
This complexity is undoubtedly impacting on the pilot settings whether a close to an operational scenario is
mandatory for real developments validation. Indeed, the overall system brought by the HCB to set the pilot
scenario consists of many different devices and infrastructure, all building a real representative picture of most
significant challenges in a typical OT hospital system extended with some new real in-site cutting edge
prototype solutions based in the IoT technologies that can exemplify the most immediate challenges to be
faced in the coming years.
However, it is worth pointing out that most of the real operational infrastructure (operating rooms, interventionist
sites, ICU ]) cannot be used to set a testbed. Thus, the hospital has decided to define some specific highly
controlled premises used for trials and experimentation, built by two different rooms eventually complemented,
punctually, with the availability to execute some programmed tests directly over other real operative areas –in
case some sort of tests could require that treatment.
Non-clinical Test Room A: (Pavilion 1 – Floor 5) complemented with some parts of a real ICU (Pavilion 1
– Floor 4), the Security Office (Pavilion 0 – Floor 1) and the Maintenance Central Offices (Pavilion 0 –
Floor 2), includes the main industrial systems not directly linked to the medical operations that will be
tested against attacks: RFID readers, patient’s video monitoring systems, centralized light controls, electro
polarized glass actuators, biometric fingerprint readers, Temperature remote sensors, maintenance remote
controlled systems (HVAC, heating, telephone over IP, multimedia patient entertainment monitors,
patient’s nurse call devices)
Clinical Test Room B (Faculty of Medicine – Floor -1) includes the most representative medical devices
directly associated with patient’s treatment and monitoring solutions that will be analysed against attacks:
patient hemodynamic monitors, patient mechanical ventilators, syringe and volumetric infusion pumps,
portable dedicated monitoring systems, drug dispensers and ultrasound scan. That complex facility can be
supplemented (depending on the availability) with some tests to be conducted in a real operating room
(OR 5; Pavilion 8 – Floor 1) where other integrated devices are set in real working conditions: integrated
technical panels with alarms and image processing plus aesthesia and endoscopy equipment.

4.1.1 Major details concerning the defined pilot areas
Non-clinical subsystems area – Main Test Room A
Figure 15 shows the Non-clinical subsystems area – Main Test Room A, which is composed by:
1
Computer to control prototypes, software and facilities connected to hospital Network though a net
connection.

Figure 15 Non-clinical subsystems area – Main Test Room A
2
Prototype of light integration and video surveillance system, Figure 16, which includes all modules to
control lights and communication between mobile devices.

Figure 16 Prototype of light integration and video surveillance system

Showed in green, all the devices directly connected to the hospital network:
2.1. Smart server used to receive information from the network and directly send a voltage to the different
light modules. It also sends and receives information from and to different mobile devices which are
connected by wireless communication.
2.2. ‘Scena’ display used to control the RGB light tonalities and the circadian device. It receives the
information through an IP address and is connected using wires to the RGB.
2.3. AXIS modules: connected with the light modules and with the Hospital network. They are I/O modules
used for: a) receiving information from the net and act on lights and b) receiving light information (ON/OFF)
and send it to the net.
Showed in red, all the devices which don’t have a direct connection on the net.
2.4. Light modules, used to control the different types of lights.
2.5. Circadian device, used to adapt the RGB LED light intensity to the circadian cycle of the patient.

3
Innovative prototype used to simulate an advanced Intensive Care Unit (ICU) room, Figure 17, and a
nursing station. It has a video camera connected by IP, a tablet for medical information visualization, a light
selection panel and a representation of all the lights used in an ICU room.
In green, all the devices connected to the net:
3.1. Video-camera used for dynamic surveillance. It is connected through a RJ45 connection to the net
and is accessible through an IP address.
3.2. Tablet display used to show medical information to the users. It is connected to the net through Wi-Fi.
3.3. Light selection panel used to control all the lights. It is connected on the net in order to integrate all the
information through PC visualization software
In red, the element which is not directly connected to the net:
3.4. Light synoptic representation. It is used to simulate all the lights and polarizable glasses available in
the Intensive Care Unit. This LED are directly connected to the different light modules.
4 and 5
Smart TV’s for adaptive and dynamic information distribution connected to the Hospital Network
through a RJ45 connection.
A topologic representation of the whole set of elements showed above for main Test Room A is depicted in
Figure 18

Figure 17 Innovative prototype used to simulate an advanced Intensive Care Unit (ICU) room

Figure 18 Topological representation of Main Test Room A
Clinical subsystems area – Main Test Room B
Figure 19 shows the clinical subsystems area- Main Test Room B
Showed in green, all the devices which are connected to the Hospital Network:
1 Drug dispenser connected to the Hospital Network through a RJ45 connection. All the drugs dispensed are
registered and directly uploaded to the patient’s clinical record
2

Hemodynamic constant monitors
2.1. Portable constant monitor directly connected through wires to the patient’s arm that monitors the
patient’s vital constants (heart rate, oxygen saturation, external temperature]). The variables are detected
using transducers that transform the patient’s physiological variations to electrical signals. It can be

Figure 19 Clinical subsystems area – Main Test Room B

connected to the Hospital Network wireless or through a RJ45 connection.
2.2 And 2.3. Hemodynamic monitors used to display more detailed information about the patient’s
hemodynamic state than the portable monitor (2.1)
3

Infusion pumps used for controlled drug administration
3.1 Programmable volumetric infusion pumps connected to a CPU (3.3)
3.2. Programmable syringe infusion pumps connected to a CPU (3.3)
3.3. Electronic rack used to manage all the information coming from the infusion pumps. It is connected to
the Hospital Network and it enables, through an IP connection, to visualize in real time the infusion
parameters

4

Mechanical ventilator, used to provide breathing for a patient who is physically unable to breathe
4.1. Mechanical part of the ventilator, in charge of the patient’s lungs air supply
4.2. Monitor used to visualize the patient’s respiratory parameters. All the parameters can be visualized
remotely trough a mobile device as the ventilator has a RJ45 net connection

5
Video-camera used for dynamic surveillance. It is connected through a RJ45 connection to the net and is
accessible through an IP address.
6
Smart TV’s for adaptive and dynamic information distribution connected to the Hospital Network through a
RJ45 connection
7

RJ45 connections

8

Wi-Fi modem used to provide a close network to the critical patient simulation enviroment unit
Showed in red, all the devices which are not connected directly to the Hospital Network

9

Gas and electrical inlets

10

Intensive care simulation manikin, which provides programmable physiological constants simulation

11

Ultrasound scan used for difficult intubations

12

Portable hemodynamic constant monitor

13

Lights
13.1. Working light
13.2. Field light
13.3. General light

Figure 20 shows the topologic representation of the elements connected to the hospital network.

Clinical and Non-clinical subsystems area – Complementary site #1: Real Intensive Care Unit with real
IoT solutions implemented
First, the nurse station is showed in Figure 21. In green, all the devices connected to the Hospital Network
1 RGB LED indicator, used to show in different colours specific medical episodes such as cardiac arrest,
respiratory arrest, etc.
2 Lights connected to the hospital network, which can be managed using a customized software available in
one of the nurse station PC.

Figure 20 Topological representation of Main Test Room B

Figure 21 Nurse station
3

Nurse control station, Figure 22, equipped with three computers connected to the Hospital Network:
3.1. Lights manager software, Figure 23. In the screen, a unit drawing is showed with all the light points.
They can be turned on or off through the software depending on the clinical needs.
3.2. Centralized monitoring software, Figure 24, used to visualize the homodynamic state of all the
patients admitted to the unit.
3.3. User computer used to check the patient’s clinical history stored in the Hospital Network.

Figure 22 Nurse control station

Figure 23 Lights manager software

Figure 24 Centralized monitoring software

Next, a picture of box 1 entrance is showed,Figure 25, detailing in green the elements which have direct
connection to the Hospital Network and in red the ones which are not connected.
4
Tablet display used to show medical information to the users. The information is presented using a
customized application which receives the information from the Hospital Network wireless.
5

Box environmental parameters indicator (pressure, temperature, humidity]).

6
RFID (Radiofrequency Identification) antenna used for box control access. The application is linked with
the disinfection’s solution dispenser located below. When the user activates this device, the antenna identifies
the user holding an ID card, and if the user has the access permission, after hands hygiene, the box doors
open allowing the entrance into the box.
7
Alarm indicator. When an alarm is activated inside the box, this indicator turns on in different colours
depending on the alarm type (coming from a constants’ monitor, the infusion pumps or the haemodialysis
equipment).
8
Polarized doors, which are directly connected to the Hospital Network. Its activation, as well as all the
lights of the Unit, can be managed through a centralized software. Several RFID antennas are installed at both
sides of the door for patients and equipment tracking applications.
9

Disinfection’s solution dispenser.

A detailed topologic representation of the elements showed above in shown in Figure 26.

Figure 25 Box 1 entrance

Figure 26 Topological representation of Real Intensive Care Unit with real IoT solutions
implemented

Clinical and Non-clinical subsystems area – Complementary site #2: Real Operating Room with IoT
solutions implemented
If required and depending on the availability, some sort of tests will be conducted in a real surgical environment
(Figure 28). Between the existing 30 OR’s at HCB, the Operating Room that preferably has to be chosen is the
OR 5.
Apart from being the newest, this particular OR dedicated to Neurosurgery and Thoracic Surgery is fully
integrated and includes in its infrastructure the most advanced technical command and visualization panels
dedicated, not only to include the large screen monitors where the medical images will be shown during the

Figure 27 Real Operating Room with IoT solutions implemented

interventions, plugs, switches and medical gas outlets, but also to accommodate centrally the converters and
electronic devices required to adapt and control the routing of various audio/video non-standardized signals to
all sources and destinations inside and outside the room, the lightning, the air conditioning and the OR alarms.
The Operating Room contains:
Main technical panel, shown in Figure 28 :
The main components of the technical panel are an 85-inch screen and a 40-inch monitors. Both screens are
connected to a multiviewer such that they could be segmented to display more than one image. Apart from the

Figure 28 Main technical panel
monitors, it presents nine electrical plugs, network connections and five medical gas terminal units: one for
medical vacuum, three for medical air and one for oxygen. Finally, the main technical panel contains a specific
monitor for neurosurgery procedures (BRAINLAB).
Secondary technical panel, shown in Figure 29:
This technical panel differs from the main technical panel because it has two parts: one of them visible, and the
other invisible but accessible using a gate. The visible part contains control, communication and supply
elements, while the invisible part contains the electronic that allows proper operation.
The main components of the visible part are a 65-ˇinch monitor connected to a multiviewer and a touch screen
that will be used to control all the signals of the operating room. As the main technical panel, it has eight
electrical plugs, network connections and six medical gas terminal units: three for medical vacuum, one EGA,
one for oxygen and one for medical air. Differing from the main technical panel, this panel have some
complementary connections as: two connections for auxiliary cameras, one connection for audio, one
connection for intercom, one connection for the microscope and finally an AV service for connecting an external
computer. Finally, this technical panel contains a keyboard and a mouse that are inside a drawer accessible
through a gate.
The main components of the invisible part are devices that allow the correct working of the operating room, see
Figure 30.

Figure 29 Secondary technical panel

Figure 30 Main components of the invisible part of secondary panel

VGA to HD-SDI converter: the anaesthesia monitor uses VGA video format, the problem is that this format
is no longer used, so to route the signals of the anaesthesia monitor to the format used in this operating
room (HD-SDI) a converter is needed.
Antenna SENNHEISER: this operating room presents the opportunity to record the dialogs of users during
an intervention using wireless microphones. The invisible part of the secondary technical panel contains
the antenna that receives the signal from the wireless microphone.
Bluetooth: in older operating rooms of the hospital, there is an iPod port that allows users to listen their
own music. In the integrated operating room, the iPod port has been replaced by Bluetooth technology.
PCs: this technical panel has two PC (PC1 and PC2) that are configured to work with 85-inch and 65-inch
monitors. The invisible part also contains HDMI to SDI converters for both PCs.
HD-SDI/SDI to HDMI converter: the 65-inch monitor, as the 85-inch and the 40-inch monitors, work with
HDMI, so the HD-SDI signal that arrives to the monitor needs to be converted to HDMI. In the case of 40
and 85-inch monitors, the converters are placed next to the monitors, so they are placed in the main
technical panel.
Buzzer: the buzzer that emits the sound in case of alarm.
Keyboard commuter (DLink): the secondary technical panel contains two computers while it only has one
keyboard. To use the keyboard for both computers, a DLink device is used, that switches the keyboard to
be used for controlling alternately both computers.
Finally, the invisible part of the secondary technical panel contains the power supplies of all the devices that are
inside.

4.1.2 Communication overview
In order to understand the global scope of the communications structure established at the headquarters of the
hospital and other corporate units we will first describe the locations and buildings belonging to the group.
Figure 31 shows the two main centres of healthcare activity (Villarroel site and Maternitat site), both connected
by a bandwidth service leased to an external operator.
While all the facilities integrated in the Maternitat site are always communicated with a proprietary fiber optic
cable, the Villarroel ones have a different treatment: the closest buildings do have the same solution
(proprietary cable) whilst the rest are linked through a leased infrastructure.
All venues are interconnected (see Table 5 and Figure 32), the nearest are connected with optical fiber
extended by 2 different and redundant paths to ensure high availability of the link and, in the case of the CEK
buildings (not reflected in the previous pictures), Headquarters and external consultations, as well as having a
physical link also with the University of Barcelona since our workers spend much of their time dedicated to
teaching and research.

Table 5 Interconnection between venues
Centre

Technology

Access

Hospital Clínic

OF

1 Gbps

RRHH

OF

1 Gbps

Rented circuit

2 Mbps

Main: OF
Backup: Ethernet

Main: 1 Gbps
Backup: 100 Mbps

CEK (Centre Esther Koplovic)

OF

1 Gbps

C.A.P.S.E.

OF

1 Gbps

Consultes de Psiquiatria

OF

1 Gbps

Rosselló 132

OF

1 Gbps

Local Mallorca

OF

1 Gbps

Ethernet
Radiofrequency

100 Mbps

Fundació

OF

1 Gbps

Fundació (Administració)

OF

1 Gbps

Centre Diàlisi Manso

OF

1 Gbps

Reina Amàlia
Maternitat

Laboratoris Fundació

We have a data network LAN from the manufacturer CISCO based on a redundant network core, a redundant
distribution equipment and multiple access computers distributed among all centres.
The scope of the project should cover all branches of the corporation because, finally, everything is centralized
at the headquarters of the Hospital located in Villarroel Street.

Figure 31 The two main centres of healthcare activity connected by a bandwidth service
leased to an external operator

Figure 32 Overview of communications
The hospital has two distribution rooms located at the headquarters’ -1 floor, one in the Emergencies building
and the other on the main access at c/ Villarroel. Each of the rooms has a distribution C4510 CISCO
equipment, with a link against each CPD.
In the same way of intermediate nodes, fiber optic cabling has been installed to communicate the 50 racks
distributed by the hospital plants giving the same high importance to redundancy so that each rack receives
fibers from both nodes by completely different paths.
At present all fibers are connected even only 3 of them have been connected, two multimode fibers that give
the 2GB bandwidth of each rack plant and a single mode one used as a reserve in case of failure.
The main CPD is located in the main outpatients building (c / Rosselló 161) whilst the backup data center is
located in the Biomedical Research Centre - CEK. The two CPDs are linked to a redundant dark fiber 10GB.
The core network consists of a duplicated CISCO equipment C6509 in each of CPDs feed with UPS power
supply in case of failure of the electrical connection.

Table 6, Table 7 and Table 8 show the different access switches available in the different centres.
In total, we have 9,816 access ports, of which 15.4% have PoE capability.

Table 6 CLINIC site
Building

Equipment

% ports PoE

Hospital RRHH

C2950C / C2950T (no PoE) C2960 / C2960G (no PoE) C2960S (PoE / no PoE)
C3560G (PoE / no PoE)

25%

Consultes Externes

C2950C / C2950T (no PoE) C2960 / C2960G (no PoE) C2960S (PoE) C3560G
(PoE)

20%

Facultat i Cellex

C2950T (no PoE) C2960 / C2960G (no PoE) C2960S (PoE / no PoE) C3560G
(PoE)

25%

Rehabilitació

C2924C (no PoE) C2960 (no PoE)

0%

Reina Amàlia

C2924C (no PoE)

0%

Table 7: MATERNITAT site
Centre

Equipment

% ports PoE

C2950T (no PoE) C2960 (no PoE) C3560G (PoE)

10%

CAP Les Corts

C2960 (no PoE)

0%

Centre Helios

C2950C (no PoE) C2960 / C2960G (no PoE)

0%

Maternitat

Table 8: Others

Centre

Equipment

% ports PoE

C2950C (no PoE) C2960 / C2960G (no PoE) C2960S (PoE / no PoE)

80%

C2960 (PoE / no PoE)

50%

C2950C / C2950T (no PoE) C2960 (no PoE)

0%

UASP

C2950T (no PoE) C2960 (no PoE) C3560G (PoE)

25%

Rosselló 132

C2950C / C2950T (no PoE) C2960 (PoE / no PoE)

20%

Local Mallorca

C2960 (no PoE)

0%

Laboratoris Fundació

C2960 (no PoE)

0%

Laboratoris Fundació 2

C2960 (no PoE)

0%

Fundació

C2960 (no PoE)

0%

Fundació (Administració)

C2960 (no PoE)

0%

C2950T (no PoE)
C3560 (PoE)

50%

CEK (Centre
Koplovic)

Esther

C.A.P.S.E.
Consultes de Psiquiatria

Centre Diàlisi Manso

4.1.3 Methods of integration and connectivity of medical devices
Nowadays the hospital clinics, mostly, or units directly, do not have any device integration beyond monitors
constant hemodynamic connected to its central or own, a minority because of their cost, made indirectly
connected through physical converters which connect different patient monitors and each and every one of the
peripherals that are likely to transmit data to a VLAN and want to connect (respirators, infusion pumps,
monitors cardiac output monitors intracranial pressure, hemofiltration machines, ...).
In quite few cases there are hospitals, such as HCB (with the BETTERCARE solution), which also have
partially implemented other more evolved systems aimed to prioritize the interoperation of various suppliers’
trademarks of equipment and software management system data, by working directly with standard HL7
protocols and also with the ability to synchronize and record data directly in the patient's record (EHR) and
make them visible through a local viewer, remotely from any mobile device.
This subsection has deeply elaborated on the health scenario, providing a very detailed view of many aspects
related to the specific IT and OT concerns. The main driver for such a detailed description is to clearly highlight
the complexity of the different mechanisms, solutions, systems and subsystems integrating the health scenario.
We have concluded stressing the constraints associated to the pilot as well as describing all clinical and nonclinical subsystems building the two rooms to be used by the CIPSEC project for validation purposes.

4.2 List of requirements
4.2.1 What must be protected
In Table 9 we can see the set of subsystems working on a real model pointed to the two pilots areas (room A
and room B) on which we can act in a controlled environment.
Table 9 List of all the systems to be protected in pilot 3 (HCB)
NETWORK ELEMENTS

BRAND /
INTEGRATOR

Endoscopy Rack

Video Processor

STORZ / OLYMPUS

Monitoring vital signs

hemodinamic monitor,
ventilator

PHILIPS /
DRAEGER /GE

Laboratory equipment

Analyzers

severals brands

Pharmacy equipment

Pixis, Kardex,FLC,
robotized dispenser

GRIFOLS

Telemetry

wifi Aps

PHILIPS / SIEMENS

Radiology equipment

MRI, ARC-C, etc

PHILIPS / SIEMENS

Infusion Pumps

Alaris GP pump

CAREFUSION
IBERIA

Point of Care

PC, microsoft W7

ADVANTECH

Videoconferencing System

MCU, gateway, codecs

CISCO, AVAYA,
POLYCOM, SONY

Patient image management (software)

Software VIDEOMA

UNITECNIC /ISID

Digital Signage and Queue Manager

TV and PCs

PLEXUS / QMATIC

RF Antennas

Readers

ID4SENSE

Wifi network

Aps

Aerohive AP230 /
Cisco / Rukus

Electronic temperature recorder and alarms

RF readers

SPY Touch

SUBSYSTEM CONNECTED

Room
A

Room
B

Medical Subsystem

ECG Patient

X
(both)

X
(pixis)

X

No - Medical Subsystem
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

SUBSYSTEM CONNECTED

NETWORK ELEMENTS

BRAND /
INTEGRATOR

Room
A

Room
B

Automation Control System in ICU (lighting, blinds)

Smartserver

SIMON

X

Smart TV for dynamic information

TV monitor

SONY

X

X

Nurse call system

Smart phone by wifi

in study

Patient bed IP TV

HiMed Copckit

UNIFY

SCADA (air-conditioning system and fire detection)

PLCs

TAC SCHNEIDER /
SIEMENS

Dispenser clinic clothes

Robotic cabinet

HARTMANN /
POLITEX

Biometric access

Unit Control Access

DORLET

Video surveillance cameras

Recorders, cameras

AXIS / LANACCES

X

X

Voice over IP

IP phone

MDTEL

4.2.2 Identify potential attackers/threats
Potential internal threats
In this subsection we introduce those systems that may be sensitive to internal threats, as follows:
Certain electro medical devices such hemodynamic monitors, mechanical respirators, anaesthesia
machines or video endoscopy equipment do have USB ports that are frequently being used by the
physicians or the hospital’s technical service personnel responsible to perform the maintenance
programmed activities. Technicians connect their laptops to these ports to extract logs and information
related to the functioning conditions of these equipment whilst doctors, sometimes, use their own home
pen drives to record clips or images of interesting cases for presentations or preparation of some clinical
studies. The same can occur with certain OT equipment like AMX controllers, ] Voluntary or involuntarily
those common actions can suppose a free gateway to attacks.
Employees who have Internet access can open potentially harmful pages and, without their knowledge,
execute exploits that infect their CPUs, subsequently usable as a platform for entry to shared resources on
the internal hospital. These attacks are mostly uncontrolled and they have a large potential hazard as a
consequence of the privileges that users have to install programs on their own machine, modify system
files or cloud repositories like DRIVE, WETRANSFER or DROPBOX, besides being a danger to
information leakage can be the gateway to the introduction of malware and network congestion when
synchronizing large volumes of information.
•

There is not a clear policy defining which particular sites must be accessible and which not,
compounded by the idiosyncrasy of being a hospital where much of the staff is dedicated to the
investigation and cannot be denied to freely access to many sites like SLIDESHARE or YOUTUBE, as
an example.

Other internal threat is defined by the not-allowed network connections, for example, using rosettes or
active network connections located at easily accessible public areas.
The fourth type of risk we foresee is related to the presumed vulnerability of our corporate wireless
network. Although it has some elementary security measures, it could be hacked allowing third parties to
access to the resources present in the intranet available to all the corporation employees.

Another case to avoid or protect would all personnel using their mobile or laptop as a corporate tool without
having been previously audited by the IT department, without the slightest control which computer is accessing
corporate email or connect to the network simply by stipulating that an antivirus is installed.

Besides all the previous, improve the user procedures would eliminate substantially the potential of attacks,
such as leave written user names and password on post-it (usual practice) or passing the private credentials to
a teammate to log into their PCs.
Potential external threats
Many different systems and subsystems in a hospital are sensitive to external threats as long as while most of
them are connected to get/process data. The most common external threat traditionally came from the large
number of suppliers, sometimes without enough preparation and knowledge about how to configure their
services to block inappropriate external queries. Currently there are a lot of providers that are connected by
VPN to virtual servers where they run their applications and they are the ones that shape their public services
in the DMZ, and despite having a double layer of security with dual physical firewalls (one outer layer with
FORNINET and another inner layer with CISCO) do not guarantee safety as our IT staff cannot monitor them
permanently.
Independently, nowadays there is a clear growing risk factor associated to other external agents (not suppliers)
that cannot be neglected: hacktivist that could target the hospital either to obtain or modify data, steal money,
attack medical devices or directly attack the infrastructure. Some cybercriminals could be motivated by financial
gain, whereas others could only seek to obtain intellectual property or patient data to damage the institution’s
reputation or to destabilize the society showing the vulnerability of their most sensible organizations.
Identify potential attacks locations
The cyber-attack can be done from the outside by Internet or from inside the hospital and more danger
accessing one of the two Data Centers where all servers reside.

4.2.3 System behaviour
What is the system abnormal behaviour
Very high data traffic is detected from / to a user machine. From the point of view of clinical device:
Randomly restarts or the auto tests are not completed successfully.
Provides abnormal clinical data for clinical process that is taking place.
Two or more devices fail to communicate and transfer data between themselves.
The device slows to obtain data from the HIS.

4.2.4 Utilities used or need to be used
There is not currently a corporate tool used to detect attacks. Eventually a computer technician uses a free tool
that is OSSIM [21]. Ideally we should use tools to prevent the following topics
Cybersecurity
Anomaly Detection
HW Security
DDoS
Vulnerability tests and recommendation
Contingency Plans – PPPs
Training Courses
Forensics

4.2.5 Trust models used or need to be used
Who has access and on which component/system
All employees with e-mail can access to it through WEBMAIL while all service providers that have implemented
one of the many management systems of healthcare equipment described in the introduction, can access
servers through VPN, prior authorization by the IT department. To accomplish this, the supplier must complete
a form that includes the essential information (company, service, machine to be accessed) accompanied by
request of the employee accompanied by the countersignature made by his/her direct superior). Once obtained
the access is given for a predefined period of time and can be extended upon demand.

4.2.6 Security related system used or need to be used:
Security system components used
All equipment in the domain of the Hospital incorporates a Symantec antivirus software installed on them.
Besides, we have implemented a double layer of protection consisting of two FORTINET firewalls as a barrier
between our LAN and Internet plus other two firewalls CISCO as a barrier between the DMZ and our LAN.
Monitoring system components used
OSSIM from ALIENVAULT has been implemented as a tool to have visibility safety over the most important
components of the network. For example, CISCO firewalls are monitored providing alerts on the volume of
access requests and denials of logs in real time.
Type of information collected
Access and refusals registered in the firewalls.
Protocols used
There are no established protocols for possible attacks.
Information exchanged
Main information to be exchanged refers to:
System inputs / System outputs.
Real-time logs from the firewalls

4.2.7 Security incidents handling
Practices used
Now if OSSIM shows an exaggerated volume of DoS, the IT personnel analyse their origin and the destination
(the machine intended to be reached) and preventively block it manually.
Other security guidelines used
Not established.

4.2.8 Data Protection
Systematic backups are performed over:

All network drives shared by employees.
Mail
All databases installed in centralized servers in the data centre, both the general clinical stored in SAP and
the dedicated applications of each particular department
Storage solutions used e.g databases, files, tapes
Daily backups are made by two different processes. On the one hand backups are made on physical tapes
guarded and stored in a protected location by the Security Service and moreover every night the data
contained in CPD Coex (External Consultancies building) databases Storage is copied and recorded in the
secondary CPD located at the CEK Research Centre building.
Storage technologies used
NAS and SUN

4.2.9 Classification/ranking of features needed:
1

Table 10 shows a ranking for all features considered in Pilot 1 from 1 (lower relevance) to 5 (higher relevance) .
Table 10 Classification/ranking of features needed by pilot 3 (HCB)
Importance of features (if needed)

1

2

3

4

5

Robustness

X

Availability

X

Reliability

X

Usability

X

Effectiveness

X

Privacy

X

Cost

X

Response time

X

Auditing

X

Alerting

X

Ease of control and administration

X

Real time response

X

Integrity

X

Confidentiality

X

Non-repudiation

X

(Nodes) Authentication

X

Scalability

X

Traceability

X

1
This ranking has been done basing on the subjective criteria of the HCB staff involved in the preparation of the document. The subjective
criteria of the HCB staff comes from their experience over the years managing their systems.

4.3 Security requirements analysis
Regarding HCB Hospital-Health pilot it can be observed that the assets to be protected are typical equipment
and information to be found in a hospital environment including patient health monitoring equipment and
medical equipment in general, as well as patient history records. Another asset category is the physical security
infrastructure consisting of security cameras and identification equipment (RFID readers etc.). Finally, a very
important asset of the HCB pilot is the Hospital network itself that connects groups of equipment in an overall
infrastructure.
Based on the above assets to be secured, there were identified several security features to be addressed in the
HCB pilot scaled in a 1 (lower) to 5 (higher) importance point system. Among them the most important features
are: Robustness, Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness, Response time, Auditing, Alerting, Ease of
control and administration, Integrity, Cost.
Table 11 shows the set of assets involved in pilot 3 that may be tested in the validation tasks.

Table 11 Assets involved in the most important features of HCB pilot.
Assets

Features

Surveillance cameras

Robustness, Availability, Reliability, Response time

Monitoring vital signs

Robustness, Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness, Response time,
Auditing, Alerting, Integrity

Pharmacy equipment

Robustness, Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness, Response time,
Auditing, Alerting, Integrity

Infusion Pumps

Robustness, Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness, Response time,
Auditing, Alerting, Integrity

Point of Care

Robustness, Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness, Response time,
Auditing, Alerting, Integrity

Automatic control system in ICU

Robustness, Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness, Response time,
Auditing, Alerting, Ease of control and administration, Integrity, Cost

Patients beside multimedia
monitors

Usability, Effectiveness, Response time, Ease of control and administration,
Integrity, Cost

Nurse call system for patients

Usability, Effectiveness, Response time, Ease of control and administration

Wi-Fi network

Robustness, Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness, Response time,
Auditing, Alerting, Ease of control and administration, Integrity, Cost

Video conferencing system

Robustness, Availability, Reliability, Usability, Cost

Patient image management

Robustness, Availability, Reliability, Usability, Effectiveness, Response time,
Auditing, Alerting, Ease of control and administration, Integrity

Apart of the identified features to be addressed, HCB has identified other security necessities, such as:
Authentication when accessing to medical devices connected to the net using an USB. The password
must be previously authorized.
Web servers managing automated devices (Windows opacity, automatic curtains, lights and even the
circadian cycle light) should be HTTPS servers.
Currently, saved images from patients registered in ICUs are encrypted and only can be visualized by
means of user/password LDAP validated, but security can be improved allowing only the access to the
server by means of HTTPS.

5 Defining the basic building blocks
5.1 Categorizing security requirements
The requirements and features described in the previous sections can be grouped in appropriate categories
paving the way to the security blocks to be designed and developed within the CIPSEC Framework. The goal of
this section is to lay the foundations for the definition of these security blocks, associating them with relevant
tools that will be provided by the CIPSEC partners during the lifecycle of the project.
As it can be observed in sections 2 3 and 4, where the security analysis of each pilot is provided, each pilot CIs’
assets to be protected are specified, the CI System (normal and abnormal) behaviour is described, the possible
threats to the CIs are identified and the CIs existing, employed, utility and security procedures/services are
presented. Additionally, in these subsections, the employed trust model that each pilot follows is sketched, the
currently followed CIs security incident response is presented while the nature of data collected in each pilot
and these data security protection mechanism are specified. Finally, the security requirements for each pilot
must apply to several security features that need to be infused in each pilot CIs as described in subsections
2.2.9, 3.2.9 and 4.2.9 as well as 2.3, 3.3 and 4.3. The Assets to be protected for each pilot can be seen in
Table 12.

Table 12 Assets that must be protected
Health Pilot - HCB

Environment Pilot - CSI

Transportation Pilot - DB

Surveillance cameras

Monitoring stations

Monitoring system security

Air conditioning and heating
facilities

Data collection operative center

Cyber security

Temperature and gas concentration
active RFID sensors

Station PC

Device and equipment security

RF sensors and readers

Network security

Interlocking network

Climate control system

Protection against unauthorized
physical access

Control room security

Biometric access control system

Operation center server security

Object controller

Medical electronic systems

Software security

Signal

Monitoring and therapeutic
equipment

Databases Security

Point

Imaging equipment

Device security

Axle-counter system

High interventionist areas

Access control

BUSA-FSU

Voice over IP

Virtualized environment security

Track field network

Patients beside multimedia monitors

Communication security

ZL

Nurse call system for patients

IT hardware and automatic
measurement instrumentation
security

ZMA

Wi-Fi network

Web interface security

Documentation system

Video conferencing system

Power supply

Patient image management

Key-management

Dispenser clinic clothes

Maintenance device

Automatic control system in ICU

Diagnose

Health Pilot - HCB

Environment Pilot - CSI

Transportation Pilot - DB

Digital signage and queue
management

MDM

Patient bed IT tv

LEU
Security-gateway
KISA-module
KISA-SC

Each pilot is meant to satisfy a series of security features. Those features are analysed in subsections 2.3, 3.3
and 4.3 all listed in Table 13.
Table 13 Associated Security Features
Health Pilot - HCB

Environment Pilot - CSI

1.

Robustness

1.

Robustness

2.

Availability

2.

Availability

3.

Reliability

3.

Reliability

4.

Usability

4.

Usability

5.

Effectiveness

5.

Effectiveness

6.

Respond time

6.

Respond time

7.

Alerting

7.

Alerting

8.

Auditing

8.

Auditing

9.

Ease of control and

9.

Ease of control and

administration

administration

10. Cost

10. Real-time respond

11. Real-time respond

11. Scalability

12. Integrity

12. Cost

13. Confidentiality

13. Integrity

14. Non-repudiation

14. Confidentiality

15. Traceability

15. Non-repudiation

16. Scalability

16. Traceability

Transportation Pilot - DB
1.

Robustness

2.

Availability

3.

Reliability

4.

Alerting

5.

Auditing

6.

Ease of control and
administration

7.

Integrity

8.

Real-time respond

9.

Scalability

10. Usability
11. Respond time
12. Cost
13. Confidentiality
14. Non-repudiation
15. Traceability

Considering the above tables, Assets and features, in order to identify, aggregate and categorize common
security requirements leveraging those described in the above subsections, each pilot’s trust model and threats
must be taken into account along with the related currently employed utility-security procedures/functionalities
as well as the expected system’s abnormal behaviour. In the following subsections, common security
requirement categories for all pilot CIs are specified as those can be extracted from analysis related to Pilots
threats, trust model, system’s behaviour and utility/security functionalities

5.1.1 Common Security Requirements
This section is intended to deliver the set of common requirements for all pilots. To that end a deep analysis of
common pilots’ requirements depending on 5 different aspects is provided. Afterwards, the obtained
requirements are aggregated into categories in subsection 5.2.

5.1.1.1

Pilots Internal, External and Cascading Effect Threats

The consortium agreed about the cascading effect definition considered in the project according to [22].:
“Cascading effects are the dynamics present in disasters, in which the impact of a physical event or the
development of an initial technological or human failure generates a sequence of events in human subsystems
that result in physical, social or economic disruption. Thus, an initial impact can trigger other phenomena that
lead to consequences with significant magnitudes. Cascading effects are complex and multi-dimensional and
evolve constantly over time. They are associated more with the magnitude of vulnerability than with that of
hazards.”

Taking as initial point this definition, we observe that in the three pilots, different types of attacks can trigger a
sequence of events that result in physical, social or economic damages. For example, in the environmental pilot
a malware attack, can alter the data sent from the sensors and it could lead to false values of city pollution.
These erroneous values can raise a city alarm not allowing the circulation of vehicles in certain areas of the
city. This prohibition of circulating can, at the same time, produce financial losses, if the attacked area is the
business area of the city, but also it can facilitate other type of physical attacks (terrorism, robberies, etc.) in
other areas of the city because they are collapsed by the number of vehicles blocking streets, not allowing the
police to reach the area.
In the case of the hospital, if a jammer attack occurs disabling the Wi-Fi communications, the RFID sensors in
the fridges used to store drugs, will stop to send values. In this scenario, a fridge storing drugs can be
disconnected and as the temperature values are not sent, the increase in the temperature is not detected until
an alarm raises when after a period of time no data is received for such a sensor; and depending on this period
the fridge may be electrically disconnected even minutes, with the possibility of drug damaging. Or, although
the fridges are actually electrically connected, if no data is received from sensors of several fridge the alarms
will raise, whether they are connected or disconnected, causing that staff must go personally to check the
fridges, with the corresponding waste of time of the staff. Even taking profit of this first Jammer attack and the
no detection of it, another attack can falsify the RFID sensors values, for example disconnecting the fridge but
sending falsified values of the temperature to show that they are connected, and in this case the drugs stored in
the fridge can be damaged, with the corresponding economical loss and repercussion to the patients. Another
example in the hospital area, a malware attack to the surveillance cameras in certain critical areas can obtain
confidential patients images. This stolen private data can be used to blackmail the hospital, with again
important economic losses.
Finally, in the DB pilot, any type of attack to the interlocking network, and then to the interlocking system can
produce in the worse of the cases train crashes with the possible loss of human lives, but in other cases when
trains are delayed or stopped, depending on the type of transportation the consequences of the attack can be
high economical losses, such as in the case of fresh food because they can be damaged, or in the case of fuel,
producing the shortage in certain country areas.
In conclusion, in the critical infrastructure scenarios, any physical or human failure can be a threat that
generates a sequence of failure events. All CIs pilots share approximately the same threat model. CI systems
must be protected against insider or external, physical or human failure. Some of the common, failures in CIs
can be launched by internal attackers, i.e. malicious users intending to alter the system’s behaviour (in all
pilots) and/or stealing private data (in pilot 3), that can impact as a chain of failures to the CI subsystem
sequence. Attacks include physical access to pilot equipment (e.g. adding devices to unattended USB ports in
pilot 3) and or attacks on the pilot IT network through network vulnerability or installation of not-allowed network
connections.
This highlights the common security requirements of:
Strong network security management mechanism
Strong identification and authentication/authorization mechanism
Firm security policy
Data confidentiality (through encryption)
Forensics Analysis
Inter and Intra cascading effect analysis

High network traffic detection mechanism (for DOS/DDOS attacks)

Apart from insider threats, all pilots concur there are serious external threats stemming from hackers,
equipment suppliers, activists and cyber criminals in general. Another type of failure in the CIs can be launched
by external attacks that target pilot data, IT and OT equipment that can affect to the system and produce a
chain of failures. In pilots, where acts of vandalism are possible (especially pilot 1 with outdoor equipment) the
installed physical security measures can be considered adequate to resist such threats, physical and human
failures. An external threat related to all pilots is possible when attacks launched from systems that are beyond
pilots’ CIs control are mounted on the pilots’ CIs. Such threats due to cascade effect must not be able to spread
to a pilot’s CIs even if the external environment with which the CIs is interconnected is considered
compromised. For example, such external threat can become a reality when an attacker compromises the
ISDN network in pilot’s 1 CIs that due to its close interconnection with the IT and OT CIs network will lead to
unauthorized access/compromise of the whole CI system.
So, in addition to the above common security requirements the following requirements are identified:
Strong separation between internal and external IT network (design and retain a DMZ, introduce network
protection structures (eg. Firewalls))
OT Infrastructure protection
OT network protection
Secure communication channel

5.1.1.2

Pilots’ Abnormal System Behaviour

All pilot CIs abnormal behaviour is primarily detected by very high network traffic between CI devices. In the
case of pilot 1 this is further detailed into abnormal data traffic in the communication channels taking into
account that the data to be transmitted is highly formalized. This behaviour is also specified as abnormal in pilot
2 focusing around highly irregular traffic and unknown protocol data or wrong (unexpected) signal states.
Furthermore, the abnormality can be extended to not only on network traffic data but also on device behaviour
(random restarts, slow response, fail to response etc.) The above descriptions in the pilot system behaviour
highlights the need of:
Anomaly behaviour detection mechanism
High network traffic detection mechanism (for DOS/DDOS attacks)

5.1.1.3

Pilot Trust Models

Through the pilots’ description it can be observed that there is no common way between pilot CIs on who can
be considered trusted or not. Users can be trusted to access the CIs by providing a username and a password
(pilot 1) and then they can use CI services through web interfaces in pilot 3 case, while in pilot 1 access is
granted to CSI and ARPA staff only through Virtual Private Networks (VPN) using a username and password
mechanism that is provided after authorization through the pilot’s IT department. In pilot 2, access to CIs
component/subsystems is provided by following specific standards (EN 50159, ISO 62443-3-3). The above
access approaches, apart from the already identified firm security policy requirement, highlight the security
requirement of:
Strong Identification mechanism beyond Type I identification (username-password) for example using
security tokens (HSMs)
Strong Authentication mechanism

5.1.1.4

Requirements from Extending existing Utility and Security functionalities

A very important information extracted by the Utility and Security functionalities for each pilot as those
described in subsections 2.2.4, 3.2.4, 4.2.4 (utility) and 2.2.6, 3.2.6, 4.2.6, is that existing pilot security solutions

are not structured in a unified and concrete way. Pilot 1 provides network attack resistance through the use of
the Linux kernel firewall that offers only IP table filtering mechanism for detecting network attacks. Pilot 1 does
not provide any high level SIEM system but rather focusing on securing communication channels between
security sensitive CI nodes (Central System, monitoring stations, Operations Centers) by using the https
protocol or SSH sessions. Also, as already mentioned, the access to pilot’s 2 web interface is achieved with
registered usernames and passwords. The central system is also protected through an http proxy, the ISDN
access server and a network firewall.
In Pilot 2 description of subsection 2.2.4 and 2.2.6 it is mentioned that security is handled by the RaSTA (DIN
VDE V 0831-200) and SCI-XX protocols. Also, specific security components are installed within pilot’s 2 OT
and IT network (security gateway, KISA) that can create secure channels based on encryption and PKI (public
key based security) as well as a simplified packet filtering mechanism (Security Translator). In these
subsections the need for a security monitoring system is highlighted.
Pilot 3 installed security features, including an Open Source Security Information and Event Management
(SIEM) solution (OSSIM from AlienVault) that can provide security log data and alerts collecting inputs from a
broad range of sources of IT systems. The pilot’s security is further enhanced with antivirus programs installed
in PC systems and a DMZ definition that has a double layer of protection consisting of two FORTINET firewalls
as a barrier between the pilot’s 3 LAN and internet plus other two firewalls CISCO as a barrier between the
DMZ and pilot’s1 LAN.
The above descriptions highlight the security requirement of:
A commercial CIs oriented Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution
A sophisticated network protection mechanism (including firewalls, Intrusion Detection Systems)
An antimalware protection mechanism beyond antivirus protection offering wide range of malware
resistance
Forensics analysis toolset working in association with SIEM system

5.1.1.5

Pilot Data

Data in all pilots seems to be inefficiently protected against eavesdropping and theft. All pilots use some short
of storage mechanism either unencrypted physical storage in a hard drive, configuration data and user data
stored in databases or printed hard copy of action logs. Data security protection is usually interpreted as data
safety and reliability so it is handled by systematic data backups and hard disk in RAID mode. However, data
theft is still possible and data confidentiality is not retained. Data alteration is also possible since operational
data (e.g in pilot 2) are kept with no confidentiality or integrity mechanisms installed. No data encryption actions
are supported by all pilots and mechanisms for protecting data privacy are not a first priority. This is especially
true for pilots 1 and 2 that data themselves are not at first glance sensitive however, if they are used as
metadata information they can be used as attack vectors for targeted parts of a CIs or as a cascade effect
medium in interconnected to the CIs subsystems (or other CIs). Therefore, the following common security
requirements can be extracted from the above analysis:
Data privacy
A strong cryptography toolbox for data confidentiality and integrity (encryption, digital signatures, security
protocol primitives etc.)

5.1.2 Aggregating common security requirements into categories
After the identification of the various common security requirements for all pilots, we can organize them in
appropriate categories that will be generic enough to be mapped directly into appropriate CIPSEC security
blocks. In the following table (Table 14), 9 security requirement categories are specified and the various
common security requirements are aggregated and distributed into these specified categories. Note, that some
requirements may be applicable to more than one category.

Table 14 Categorizing aggregated common security requirements into categories

Pilots Common Security requirements
Strong network security management mechanism
Strong identification and authentication/authorization mechanism
Firm security policy
OT Infrastructure protection
OT network protection
Cascading effect protection, threat Interdependencies protection
Anomaly behaviour detection mechanism
A commercial CIs oriented Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution
Forensics analysis toolset working in association with SIEM system
Strong network security management mechanism
Strong separation between internal and external IT network (design and retain a DMZ,
introduce network protection structures (eg. Firewalls))
Cascading effect protection, threat Interdependencies protection
High network traffic detection mechanism (for DOS/DDOS attacks)
A sophisticated network protection mechanism (including firewalls, Intrusion Detection
Systems)
Strong separation between internal and external IT network (design and retain a DMZ,
introduce network protection structures (eg. Firewalls))
OT Infrastructure protection
OT network protection
Cascading effect protection, threat Interdependencies protection
A sophisticated network protection mechanism (including firewalls, Intrusion Detection
Systems)
An antimalware protection mechanism beyond antivirus protection offering wide range of
malware resistance
Strong identification and authentication/authorization mechanism
Data confidentiality (through encryption)
OT Infrastructure protection
OT network protection
Secure communication channel
Strong Identification mechanism beyond Type I identification (username-password) for
example using security tokens (HSMs)
Strong Authentication mechanism
A strong cryptography toolbox for data confidentiality and integrity (encryption, digital
signatures, security protocol primitives etc.)
Firm security policy
Forensics Analysis
Cascading effect protection, threat Interdependencies protection
A commercial CIs oriented Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution
Forensics analysis toolset working in association with SIEM system
Strong network security management mechanism
Firm security policy
Data confidentiality (through encryption)
Forensics Analysis
OT Infrastructure protection
OT network protection
Secure communication channel

Security
requirement
Categories

Anomaly
detection and
SIEM

IT Network and
DDoS protection

Malware
Resistance –
Antimalware
protection

Strong Security
– Hardware
Security

Forensics
Analysis

Secure
Communications

Pilots Common Security requirements

Security
requirement
Categories

Cascading effect protection, threat Interdependencies protection
A strong cryptography toolbox for data confidentiality and integrity (encryption, digital
signatures, security protocol primitives etc.)
Strong identification and authentication/authorization mechanism
Firm security policy
OT Infrastructure protection
OT network protection
Cascading effect protection, threat Interdependencies protection
Strong Identification mechanism beyond Type I identification (username-password) for
example using security tokens (HSMs)
Strong Authentication mechanism
A strong cryptography toolbox for data confidentiality and integrity (encryption, digital
signatures, security protocol primitives etc.)

User and Device
Authentication

Strong network security management mechanism
Strong identification and authentication/authorization mechanism
OT Infrastructure protection
OT network protection
Cascading effect protection, threat Interdependencies protection
Anomaly behavior detection mechanism
High network traffic detection mechanism (for DOS/DDOS attacks)
Strong Identification mechanism beyond Type I identification (username-password) for
example using security tokens (HSMs)
Strong Authentication mechanism
A commercial CIs oriented Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution
A sophisticated network protection mechanism (including firewalls, Intrusion Detection
Systems)
An antimalware protection mechanism beyond antivirus protection offering wide range of
malware resistance

OT Network
Protection

Strong identification and authentication/authorization mechanism
Firm security policy
Data confidentiality (through encryption)
Strong Identification mechanism beyond Type I identification (username-password) for
example using security tokens (HSMs)
Data privacy
A strong cryptography toolbox for data confidentiality and integrity (encryption, digital
signatures, security protocol primitives etc.)

Data
Anonymization
and Privacy

Strong network security management mechanism
Strong identification and authentication/authorization mechanism
Firm security policy
Data confidentiality (through encryption)
Forensics Analysis
Strong separation between internal and external IT network (design and retain a DMZ,
introduce network protection structures (eg. Firewalls))
OT Infrastructure protection
OT network protection
Secure communication channel
Inter and Intra cascading effect analysis
High network traffic detection mechanism (for DOS/DDOS attacks)

Cascading effect
protection

5.2 CIPSEC platform basic building blocks design
5.2.1 Identifying CIPSEC security block foundations
The above described security categories constitute the basic directives of structuring the CIPSEC basic
security building blocks. The above described categories will result in the security block foundations that each
partner tool must follow to address the CIPSEC CIs security challenges as those are posed in the 3 pilots
descriptions of sections 2, 3 and 4, as well as those challenges resulting from possible cascade effects that can
exist between pilots. Each security block is described in the following subsections and a table (from Table 15 to
Table 24) is provided for each such a block, indicating what assets or CIs procedures are protected for each
pilot using the described security block. Just as an example, Table 20 shows what the pilots’ components are
requiring secure communications for each one of the pilots

5.2.1.1

Anomaly detection and SIEM block

Abnormal CIs behaviour is a strong indication of possible malicious behaviour within the network infrastructure
or on the end nodes of a Critical Infrastructure. This highlights the need for an Anomaly Detection mechanism
(see Table 35 for tools availability) capable of collecting information from various detection points within the
CIs, analyse those information and extract possible conclusions regarding the CIs wellbeing in terms of cybersecurity. When this mechanism is supported by a Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution
(see Table 35 for tools availability) that can analyse the systems behaviour and extract threats, security events
and alerts, then this mechanism will have the overall security monitoring of the system and will be associated
with most of the other security blocks to be implemented in CIPSEC. The anomaly detection and SIEM
mechanism should be able to act as an anomaly prevention, detection and response mechanism for the overall
system and be able to issue appropriate directives to the associated security block. Its aim will also be the
isolation of the anomalous nodes or subsystems in order to restrain this behaviour and prevent its spreading to
the remaining CIs or associated CIs (thus preventing a cascading effect). The anomaly detection mechanism
will realize the CIs overall security policy (see Table 15 for applicability to each individual pilot).
Table 15 Anomaly detection and SIEM CIPSEC block
CIPSEC security block - Anomaly detection and SIEM
Health Pilot - HCB

Environment Pilot - CSI

Transportation Pilot - DB

Anomaly detection for complete
network system.

Anomaly detection for complete
network system.

Anomaly detection for complete
network system.

5.2.1.2

IT Network and DDoS protection block

One of the biggest problems identified to CIs security is network related attacks by external attackers, see [23],
[24], [25] and [26] (outside the CIs network). Such attacks can have many forms (see [24] or [25]) and among
them, Denial of Service attacks [26], either centralized or distributed constitute a very serious external threat
that is hard to prevent, detect and respond to. Therefore, there should be a dedicated security mechanism
within the CIPSEC infrastructure capable of protecting the IT network of the CIs and acting before DDOS
attacks (see [26] or [27]), during DDOS attacks and after a DDOS attack so as to reduce possible casualties
caused to the CI system [28]. DDOS countermeasures can be considered only one solution on the toolset of
the IT network protection mechanism. This toolset should primarily also involve appropriate strong firewall tools
like Intrusion Detection Systems (IDA) and Honeypots so as to provide strong resistance against known and
unknown IT network attacks (see [29], [30] and [31]). Such system must be associated with the Anomaly
Detection and SIEM block as well as the Malicious Software Resistance, Antimalware – Antivirus block. Table
16 shows the functionalities that the IT Network and DDoS protection block will bring to each pilot.

Table 16 IT Network and DDoS protection CIPSEC block
CIPSEC security block - IT Network and DDoS protection
Health Pilot - HCB

Environment Pilot - CSI

Transportation Pilot - DB

Wi-Fi and whole network system
protection against DDoS

Wi-Fi and whole network system
protection against DDoS

Wi-Fi and whole network system
protection against DDoS

IT network protection against
network attacks in general

IT network protection against
network attacks in general

IT network protection against
network attacks in general

5.2.1.3

Malicious Software Resistance, Antimalware - Antivirus block

Malicious software is one of the first attack vectors to compromise the security of a CI system. As such it is of
high importance to introduce in every CIs an appropriate mechanism to provide protection against malware.
Such malware can take many forms including computer viruses, worms, rootkits, Trojan horses, key loggers,
spyware, adware etc. and in general any software implementation that acts in a way that harms the CIs correct
functionality, leaks sensitive information to non-authorized entities and reduces the CIs resource availability or
integrity. In CIPSEC a strong Antimalware-Antivirus mechanism must be established in order to act proactively
and reactively to any malicious attack. This mechanism will be associated with the IT Network and DDoS
protection so as to better address malicious software threats. Such system must also be associated with the
Anomaly Detection and SIEM block. Table 17 shows the security target of the Software Resistance,
Antimalware-Antivirus block for each pilot.
Table 17 Malicious Software Resistance, Antimalware-Antivirus CIPSEC block
CIPSEC security block -

Malicious Software Resistance, Antimalware - Antivirus

Health Pilot - HCB

Environment Pilot - CSI

Transportation Pilot - DB

System must be protected against
viruses and malware

System must be protected against
viruses and malware

System must be protected against
viruses and malware

5.2.1.4

Strong Security-Hardware Security block

Each CIs node and subsystem needs to be able to offer series of security features that fundamentally rely on
security and cryptography primitives (security algorithms, cryptography protocols and algorithms etc.). Also
there is a need to provide to a CIs node a high level of trust as well as a strong authentication mechanism
beyond the username and password approach (textbook type I authentication method). Trust can be gained by
migrating software security functionality to hardware security tokens. Hardware security implementations are
considered harder to eavesdrop-hack compared to software implementations and can provide
security/cryptography primitive outputs in very small response time. All sensitive information can then be
processed in the secure environment of the hardware security token in a fast and hard to attack way.
Therefore, introducing hardware tokens in CIs nodes can enhance their security level and reduce their
response time without consuming the nodes resources. In this approach, hardware security certifications must
be obtained and strong protection mechanisms from realistic implementation attacks (side channel analysis
attacks, fault injection analysis attacks) should be established. Table 18 shows where the Strong SecurityHardware Security block is applied to each pilot.

Table 18 Strong Security-Hardware Security CIPSEC block
CIPSEC security block - Strong Security-Hardware Security
Health Pilot - HCB

Environment Pilot - CSI

Transportation Pilot - DB

All clinical and non-clinical OT’s devices

Station PC

Interlocking, maintenance device, power
supply, track field devices, etc.

OC server

5.2.1.5

Forensics Analysis block

Apart from prevention, detection of possible attacks as well as the CIs restoration to a stable state after a
successful attack, it is very important to identify the source of the attack, analyse its behaviour-functionality so
as to prohibit possible repetition of the attack in the future. This role should be assumed by an appropriate IT
forensics analysis mechanism that will be capable of providing intrusion detection, and identification through the
collection of data and metadata from the various subsystems. This mechanism should provide appropriate
visualization of the above information and their analysis as well as an easy-to-use control and administration
toolset. Forensics analysis is closely related to abnormal CI system behavior and should be associated directly
to the anomaly detection and SIEM block. Table 19 shows the functionalities of the Forensics Analysis block to
each pilot.
Table 19 Forensics Analysis CIPSEC block
CIPSEC security block - Forensics Analysis
Health Pilot - HCB

Environment Pilot - CSI

Transportation Pilot - DB

IT forensics Analysis of possible
attacks (identifications and
detection) for the complete network

IT forensics Analysis of possible
attacks (identifications and
detection) for the complete network

IT forensics Analysis of possible
attacks (identifications and
detection) for the complete network

5.2.1.6

Secure Communications block

The communication channel between CIs nodes must be secured. This means that node to node encryption
must be achieved by fully adopting the security specification of communication protocols used in each pilot.
When no such security specifications exist, securing the communication channel will be achieved in application
layer as an add on feature on existing communication protocols (adopted https, TLS 1.2/1.3 etc). The goal is to
achieve end-to-end encryption between end nodes so that confidentiality can be retained through the whole CIs
structure. Table 20 shows the set of communication components requiring security for each pilot.
Table 20 Secure Communications CIPSEC block
CIPSEC security block - Secure Communications
Health Pilot - HCB

Environment Pilot - CSI

Transportation Pilot - DB

All medical and non-medical
devices communication (Sensors,
RF, Wi-Fi, Voice over IP and etc.)

Monitoring station device
communication

Interlocking, control room and track
field devices, maintenance device

5.2.1.7

User and Device Identification Authentication Authorization block

Key point to each security system is its ability to identify and authenticate its actors. In most IT and OT systems
these actors are its users and its devices. Thus, in CIPSEC there is a need to provide identification and
authentication of users and nodes through appropriate security mechanisms stemming from well-defined

security protocols and policies. These mechanisms are vital for appropriate access control/ authorization of
resources in each CIPSEC pilot and prevention of external/outsider based attacks. Table 21 shows where
Identification Authentication Authorization are required for each pilot.

Table 21 User and Device Identification Authentication Authorization CIPSEC block
CIPSEC security block - User and Device Identification Authentication Authorization
Health Pilot - HCB

Environment Pilot - CSI

Transportation Pilot - DB

ACCESS CONTROL (users,
devices)

Air quality devices must be
authenticated (users, devices)

The key distribution and
management for railway system

5.2.1.8

OT Network Protection block

In most CIs, the core of the system is built on top of an operational technology network consisting of IMS,
SCADA and sensor end-nodes. Those OT Critical infrastructure components collect information from various CI
subsystem. These information is used for determining CI industrial processes and control functions. Possible
attacks on the CI OT components and their network can lead to malicious/untrusted or erratic behaviour of the
whole CIs and thus constitute a first priority goal of a cyber-attacker. Protection of the OT networks is, thus,
imperative and a CIPSEC security block must be dedicated to this goal. This block must be closely associated
with several other blocks of the CIPSEC framework (like IT network and DDOS attack protection block,
Malicious Software Resistance, Antimalware – Antivirus block, Anomaly detection and SIEM block etc.) Table
22 shows all pilots’ OTs that must protected.
Table 22 Operation Technology (OT) Network Protection CIPSEC block
CIPSEC security category - Operational Technology (OT) Network Protection
Health Pilot - HCB

Environment Pilot - CSI

Transportation Pilot - DB

Clinical sub OT system

Station’s PC security

Power supply

Surveillance cameras

OC server security

Control room

Voice over IP

Monitoring station security

Object controller

Monitoring and therapeutic
equipment

Interlocking network

Patient’s bedside multimedia
monitors
Nurse call system for patients
Access control
Temperature and gas concentration
active RFID sensors
Climate control system
Air conditioning and heating
facilities

5.2.1.9

Data Anonymization and Privacy block

User and device data collected through a CIs can be of sensitive nature and very strict ethics regulations may
apply to their use. Thus, it is important to administer appropriate privacy preserving mechanism in order to
guarantee that only the data owners (and maybe authorized by the owners entities) can have access to their
data. Also, even if data themselves are not of sensitive nature (e.g., Sensor values, Actuators (e.g., interlocking

mechanism) values), knowledge of these data can still be used as input to more sophisticated cybersecurity
attacks where these data act as metadata to the attacker. Table 23 shows the pilot’s data to be made private.
Table 23 Data Anonymization and Privacy CIPSEC block
CIPSEC security category - Data Anonymization and Privacy
Health Pilot - HCB

Environment Pilot - CSI

Transportation Pilot - DB

Patient’s confidential and private
information must be kept private

Confidential data must be kept
private

Confidential data must be kept
private

5.2.1.10

Cascading Effect protection

Although there will not be a specific block to protect against cascading effects, the whole CIPSEC framework
should be designed to avoid and/or detect and react to chains of failures, such as the produced in a cascading
effect. Finally, Table 24 highlights the need to prevent cascading effects to happen.
Table 24 Cascading effect
CIPSEC security category - Cascading effect
Health Pilot - HCB

Environment Pilot - CSI

Transportation Pilot - DB

Intra and Inter cascading effect
analysis, detection and prevention

Intra and Inter cascading effect
analysis, detection and prevention

Intra and Inter cascading effect
analysis, detection and prevention

5.2.2 Matching Security Features to the Security building blocks
It is very important to describe how each security feature identified by the CIPSEC pilot providers is being
addressed by the specified security blocks. This connection is provided in Table 25 that presents how each
required security feature (including the importance of the feature ranged between 1, the lower, and 5, the
higher) on each pilot is addressed by the identified security blocks.

Table 25 Matching Security Features with Security Blocks per Pilot.

4. Usability

3. Reliability

2. Availability

1. Robustness

Security
Features

Associated CIPSEC Security blocks per Pilot
Grade

5

5

5

4

HCB

Grade
IT Network and
DDoS protection
Anomaly
detection and
SIEM block
OT’s Network
protection
Forensics
Analysis

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Data
Anonymization
and Privacy

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Data
Anonymization
and Privacy
Anomaly
detection and
SIEM block
OT’s Network
protection
Forensics
Analysis
Strong SecurityHardware
Security
Anomaly
detection and
SIEM block
OT’s Network
protection
Forensics
Analysis

CSI

Grade

5

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Malicious Software
Resistance,
Antimalware Antivirus block
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
OT’s Network
protection
Forensics Analysis

5

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Data Anonymization
and Privacy
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization

5

4

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Data Anonymization
and Privacy
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
OT’s Network
protection
Forensics Analysis

Malicious Software
Resistance,
Antimalware
Antivirus block
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization
Strong
SecurityHardware Security
OT’s
Network
protection
Forensics Analysis

5

5

5

2

DB
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
IT Network and
DDoS protection
Forensics
Analysis

IT Network and
DDoS protection
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization

Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
IT Network and
DDoS protection
Forensics
Analysis

Secure
Communications
Strong SecurityHardware Security
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
IT Network and
DDoS protection
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization

8. Auditing

7. Alerting

6. Respond-time

5. Effectiveness

Security
Features

Associated CIPSEC Security blocks per Pilot
Grade

5

5

4

4

HCB

Grade
Anomaly
detection and
SIEM block
OT’s Network
protection
Forensics
Analysis

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Anomaly
detection and
SIEM block
Strong SecurityHardware
Security
OT’s Network
protection

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Anomaly
detection and
SIEM block

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Anomaly
detection and
SIEM block
Forensics
Analysis

CSI

Grade

4

Malicious Software
Resistance,
Antimalware Antivirus block
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
OT’s Network
protection
Forensics Analysis

4

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Malicious Software
Resistance,
Antimalware Antivirus block
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
Strong SecurityHardware Security
OT’s Network
protection

4

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Malicious Software
Resistance,
Antimalware Antivirus block
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block

3

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Malicious Software
Resistance,
Antimalware Antivirus block
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
Forensics Analysis

DB

4

5

4

3

Secure
Communications
Strong SecurityHardware Security
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
IT Network and
DDoS protection
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization

Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
IT Network and
DDoS protection
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
IT Network and
DDoS protection
Forensics
Analysis

Associated CIPSEC Security blocks per Pilot
Grade

11. Real-time
respond
12. Scalability

HCB

Grade
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization
IT Network and
DDoS protection
Anomaly
detection and
SIEM block
OT’s Network
protection
Forensics
Analysis

4

10. Integrity

9. Ease of control and administration

Security
Features

4

User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization
IT Network and
DDoS protection
Anomaly
detection and
SIEM block
OT’s Network
protection
Forensics
Analysis
Anomaly
detection and
SIEM block
Strong SecurityHardware
Security

5

5

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Anomaly
detection and
SIEM block
Strong SecurityHardware
Security
OT’s Network
protection

4

5

CSI

Grade
Malicious Software
Resistance,
Antimalware Antivirus block
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization
IT Network and
DDoS protection
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
OT’s Network
protection
Forensics Analysis
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization
Strong SecurityHardware Security
Secure
Communications

4

Malicious Software
Resistance,
Antimalware Antivirus block
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
Strong SecurityHardware Security

4

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Malicious Software
Resistance,
Antimalware Antivirus block
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
OT’s Network
protection

3

DB
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
IT Network and
DDoS protection
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization
Forensics
Analysis

Strong SecurityHardware Security
Forensics
Analysis

5

3

3

Strong SecurityHardware Security
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
IT Network and
DDoS protection

Secure
Communications
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
IT Network and
DDoS protection

Associated CIPSEC Security blocks per Pilot
Grade

16. Non-Repudiation

15. Traceability

14. Cost

13.
Confidentiality

Security
Features

4

HCB

Grade
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization
Strong SecurityHardware
Security
OT’s Network
protection
Secure
communication

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Anomaly
detection and
SIEM block
Strong SecurityHardware
Security
OT’s Network
protection

5

Malicious
Software
Resistance,
Antimalware Antivirus block
Anomaly
detection and
SIEM block
IT Network and
DDoS protection
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization

4

4

User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization
Strong SecurityHardware
Security
OT’s Network
protection
Secure
communication

2

5

3

2

CSI

Grade

Data Anonymization
and Privacy
Strong SecurityHardware Security
Secure
Communications
OT’s Network
protection

IT Network and
DDoS protection
Malicious Software
Resistance,
Antimalware Antivirus block
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
Strong SecurityHardware Security
OT’s Network
protection
Malicious Software
Resistance,
Antimalware Antivirus block
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
IT Network and
DDoS protection
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization

Data Anonymization
and Privacy
Strong SecurityHardware Security
Secure
Communications
OT’s Network
protection

2

2

4

4

DB

User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization
Strong SecurityHardware Security
Secure
communication

Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
IT Network and
DDoS protection
Strong security
hardware security

Malicious
Software
Resistance,
Antimalware Antivirus block
Anomaly detection
and SIEM block
IT Network and
DDoS protection
User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization

User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization
Strong SecurityHardware Security
Secure
communication

5.3 CIPSEC security solutions and services matching pilots’ identified
requirements
5.3.1 Analysing tools and services provided by CIPSEC partners
In this subsection the different tools and services each partner provides to the CIPSEC project are presented in
the form of a set of tables describing functionalities and innovations introduced by the tools.
Table 26 Bitdefender tool
Bitdefender
End device solutions (large variety of OS)
Cyber security solutions
Firewalls with intrusion detection/
Prevention
Antivirus and anti-malware solutions
Data protection
Remote and local management
Disclosing unprotected network nodes
Mass remote install option, end point security and signature updates
Monitoring
Web protection
Network traffic analysis
Security model vulnerability scanner
Allowing clean up and restoration in case of incident (rescuer mode)
Mobile security
Security tools specially designed to work with virtualized environments

Table 27 Forth tool
FORTH
DDoS detection system
The system is based on Honeypot sensors
Provides alerts for incidents identified. The more the sensors and the address space monitored the more
accurate the results
• Results produced by honeypot’s infrastructures are correlated with results from external sources to eliminate
false positives
Cloud based environment security
•
•

•
•

•

For cloud based (virtualized) environments and IDS system has been integrated with the hypervisor able to
monitor the traffic produced/consumed by the virtual instances.
It protects VMs from a malicious VM which can take advantage of vulnerabilities and attack to other VMs hosted
on the same physical machine.
It provide alerts and network related information to identify potential malicious VMs via a web based graphical
interface.

Table 28 Worldsensing tool
Worldsensing
Authentication preamble mechanism
Study the authentication mechanisms at the lowest level
M2M Security
Physical layer authentication
Exhaustion attack detection
Exhaustion attack prevention
Authentication mechanisms integration
Physical layer authentication and jammer detection in bundle
Platform integration
DDoS (Jamming) protection (Based on Bitcarrier)
Anomaly and abnormal behaviour detection
Detection mechanisms for WLAN 2.4 Ghz. networks
M2M security
Detection mechanisms for WLAN 5Ghz networks
Detection mechanisms for Sub-Giga networks
Detection mechanisms for multi-band using SDR
Jamming source location detection
Platform integration

Table 29 EMP secocard tool
EMPELOR secocard
Mobile security computing and communication
Secure communication
Authentication applications for a huge variety of purpose
Smart card emulator. In a different configuration smart card reader
Secure cloud sign-on application
VPN sign-on application
Voice encryption application (not at a solid TRL level)
Email encryption application
Secure banking and payment (online and mobile) application
Secure data storage

Table 30 University of Patras tool
University of Patras
Hardware Security add-on Token for secure cryptography schemes
Introduce Hardware security token add-on for cryptography services focusing on authenticated encryption and light
weight cryptography schemes
Develop prototype with holistic side channel and fault injection analysis attacks resistance
•

•

Aim to provide security in CIs resource constrained (eg. embedded systems, cyber-physical systems)

Table 31 AEGIS visualization tool kit
AEGIS visualization tool kit
Forensics analysis visual investigation
• Set of tools that allow huge datasets to be viewed graphically
• For CIP, raw data and operations of each components and sub systems analysis
• Visualize the operation of an intrusion detection system
Visualization toolkit
•
•

Augment and facilitate the “after the fact” analysis
Significantly enhance the analysis of data while the illegal activity is ongoing

Table 32 ATOS tool
ATOS
Cyber security
Some types of attacks detected by the solution:
♦ Denial of Service
♦ Sniffing
♦ Logging of brute force attacks
♦ Man in the middle
♦ Spoofing
♦ Malware introduction
♦ SPAM
♦ Botnets
Security information and event management (SIEM)
•

•

Event processing and analysis

Solid TRL level (8/9)
Built on top of the Open Source OSSIM SIEM
Atos XL-SIEM Agents are included on the client’s infrastructure
Atos XL-SIEM Server could be the main entry point for normalization and aggregation of raw events locally at the
client´s side
• Usually only one central Atos XL-SIEM server installed at the level of the entire resource layer is enough for the
collection of the data generated by the sensors deployed on the monitored infrastructure, but several types of
configurations and setups could be adopted depending on each pilot needs
Anomaly detection
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aggregation of data from many sources
Periodization, filtering and normalization of the data from different sources
Correlation rules are defined in a simple language (like-SQL)
Capacity to express rich event conditions or patterns in the correlation and time windows dealing with high
frequency time-based event data
Sensors can work both at the network as on application levels
Plugins are each of the elements used by the XL-SIEM Agents to analyse and standardize the data generated by
the different sensors
Two types of plugins:
♦ Detectors (passive)
♦ Monitors (active)

• The sensors are deployed and configured manually, but in some cases this could be partially automated.
Raising security alert from a business perspective
•

•
•
•

The Monitoring Engine is a component of the Atos XL-SIEM Server, responsible for the filtering, aggregation,
correlation of the events collected, generating alarms based on a predefined set of correlation rules or security
directives.
Consolidation to generate reports and alerts
Different behaviors to be detected can be specified using correlation rules
Fault detection and automatic reassignment of tasks

Support for different filtering policies and data schemas associated to each correlation process
Support for different remediation actions associated to each correlation process.
Support for generation of alarms based on previous alarms (cross-alarms).
Policies could be defined helping to reduce the volume of the events arriving to the correlation engine and
consequently improving its performance.
Real time security event analysis
•
•
•
•

• Integrated in a topology running in an Apache Storm cluster
• Guaranteed message processing (ZeroMQ / RabbitMQ)
• Robust process management (Zookeeper)
• Scalability in the processing of the normalized security events.
• Distribution of the correlation process through different nodes.
• Added correlation engine with EPL (Event Processing Language) Statements
Web-based visualization framework for security monitoring and incident response
•

Different types of visualizations and dashboards: Executive, Operational, Situational

Table 33 UPC Data Privacy tool
UPC
Privacy
Data anonymization
A support for different CIPSEC components (IDS, DDoS)
Protecting the privacy of personally identifiable information
Data Protection
Novel techniques to efficiently process huge databases with lower computational complexity

Table 34 COMSEC services
COMSEC
Cyber and information security consultant and review
Vulnerability analysis and recommendations
Cyber and risk management consulting
Cyber incident response
Security development lifecycle
Security regulation and compliance
Security trainings

5.3.2 Matching the Security building blocks to Partners’ tools and services
Sections 5.2 and 5.3.1 describe all the basic security building blocks (stemmed from the CIPSEC pilots’
requirements) and all the available security solutions and tools, services and overall solutions provided by
CIPSEC partners. This section will describe a first attempt to match our partners’ security tools and services
with the identified security blocks and how these solutions will address CIPSEC’s pilots’ requirements for higher
levels of cyber-protection in the pilots CIs.
It must be noted that this matching is suggested based on CIPSEC partners’ empirical
knowledge. The final tools and services and how it will be used, might change during the
actual implementation of the CIPSEC security framework and its validation on the pilot’s
infrastructures.

Reasons that might also affect the final solution can be compatibility issues (e.g. some of our solutions are not
compatible with pilots’ hardware/software), modifications of the pilots’ systems and infrastructures that will
result into new requirements etc. In such cases CIPSEC will try to support the new requirements with
adjustments to its current tools and services, or seek external, compatible and if possible open-source,
additional security systems and solutions.
Table 35 depicts the matching of the security blocks and CIPSEC partners’ tools and/or services set.
Table 35. Matching between security building blocks and partners’ tools and/or services set
CIPSEC Security Block Foundations

CIPSEC beneficiaries Associated tools

1.

Anomaly detection and SIEM block

Bitdefender, FORTH, Worldsensing, ATOS, AEGIS
visualization toolkit, COMSEC

2.

IT Network and DDoS protection

FORTH, Worldsensing, Bitdefender

3.

Malicious Software Resistance, Antimalware - Antivirus
block

Bitdefender

4.

Strong Security-Hardware Security

EMP, UOP

5.

Forensics Analysis

AEGIS visualization toolkit

6.

Secure Communications

EMP, UOP, Bitdefender, Worldsensing

7.

User and Device Identification Authentication
Authorization

Worldsensing, EMP, UOP

8.

OT’s Network protection

Bitdefender, ATOS, Worldsensing, EMP

9.

Data Anonymization and Privacy

UPC

10. Cascading Effect protection

5.3.2.1

CIPSEC Framework

Tools, services and overall solutions for Anomaly detection and SIEM

The security block for “Anomaly detection and SIEM” is one of the most crucial blocks of the CIPSEC
framework. This block will oversight the pilots’ overall systems, collect information from multiple different
sources, analyze large amounts of data and provide alerts and reports. All of the CIPSEC tools, services and
solutions will cooperate with this block in various ways, thus all CIPSEC security providers will participate in its
development. In particular, the partners involved in the “Anomaly detection and SIEM” are Bitdefender,
FORTH, Worldsensing, ATOS, AEGIS and COMSEC.
Table 36 Tools, services and overall solutions for Anomaly detection and SIEM
XL-SIEM system will provide anomaly detection across layers making use of input from diverse
heterogeneous systems. Being able of handling large volumes of data and raise security alerts from a
business perspective thanks to the analysis and event processing in a real-time distributed framework.
Some of the tasks included are :
ATOS

Deploying different kind of network sensors on the monitored infrastructure.
Prioritization, filtering and normalization of the data gathered from different sources.
Consolidation and correlation of the security events to carry out a risk assessment and generation of
alarms and reports.

Bitdefender

Bitdefender GravityZone provides firewalls with Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems that are able to
analyze network traffic and signal any anomalous behaviour. The security management tools integrated
in this product will allow the administrator to have a global view on the entire network and to manage any
security incidents.

FORTH

FORTH’s cloud based security solution will monitor the traffic that is exchanged through VMs (Virtual
machines) that reside in the same physical hosts. The solution is based on Single Root I/O Virtualization
technology and is able to identify possible attacks between co-located VMs.

Worldsensing

DoSSensing (Anti-jamming) solution will secure the wireless connections of Critical Infrastructure assets
by detecting Denial of Service attacks in the most common and critical way: Jamming to the whole
frequency where the devices are connecting through. Reporting different types of jamming attacks
identified on the wireless networks used by Critical Infrastructure devices by identifying anomalies in the
wireless spectrum.

AEGIS

AEGIS visualization toolkit is envisioned to interact with CIPSEC’s anomaly detection system in order to
visualize its results/outcome and subsequently to improve the detection and response of the CIPSEC
platform to attacks.

COMSEC

COMSEC offers a broad range of security related services to critical infrastructure operators including
cyber and information security reviews and risk assessments, penetration tests, cyber drills, security
development lifecycle, trainings, governance, regulation and compliance, incident response, DDoS
simulation and many more.

5.3.2.2

Tools, services and overall solutions for IT Network and DDoS protection

The “IT Network and DDoS” protection security block will protect the pilots’ Wi-Fi and internal networks against
DDoS attacks, introduce firewall tools and IDS systems. CIPSEC’s partners FORTH and Worldsensing will
provide the necessary tools, services and solutions for this block along with the awarded business products of
Bitdefender called Total Security and GravityZone.
Table 37 Tools, services and overall solutions for IT Network and DDoS protection

Worldsensing

DoSSensing (Anti-jamming) solution will secure the wireless connections of Critical Infrastructure assets
by detecting Denial of Service attacks in the most common and critical way: Jamming to the whole
frequency where the devices are connecting through. Reporting different types of jamming attacks
identified on the wireless networks used by Critical Infrastructure devices.

FORTH

FORTH’s solution based on Honeypot sensors is able to provide information about potential DDoS
attacks that are happening in the Internet. The results of the honeypot sensors are valuable for all
system and network administrators especially those operating Critical Infrastructures. The largest the IP
address space monitored by the honeypots the more accurate are the results produced about the
potential DDoS attacks taking place.

Bitdefender

Bitdefender Total Security and GravityZone will protect form intrusions and denial of service at machine
level and also at the network level. The provided firewall can automatically block disallowed connections,
so the CIs resources will only be used for legitimate requests.

5.3.2.3

Tools, services and overall solutions for Malicious Software Resistance,
Antimalware - Antivirus

Pilots’ systems must be protected against malicious software (viruses, ransomware, malware etc.). Various
devices like PC’s, servers, field stations etc. are among the vulnerable components that must be secured. For
this block CIPSEC will exploit the awarded business products of Bitdefender called Total Security and
GravityZone.

Table 38 Tools, services and overall solutions for Malicious Software Resistance, AntimalwareAntivirus

Bitdefender

5.3.2.4

Bitdefender Total Security will secure individual computers while GravityZone can be deployed on entire
networks, regardless of size and heterogeneity. The anti-malware protection is done on three layers, by
blocking malware sources, by identifying malicious files on any file system and by performing behavioral
analysis on the running programs. Compromised systems can also be cleaned, as Bitdefender products
can erase any trace of malware and can restore infected files to their original state.

Tools, services and overall solutions for Strong Security-Hardware Security

CIPSEC will provide solutions for strong hardware security for a large variety of components inside the pilots CI
infrastructures. Such components will be clinical and non-clinical OT’s devices, PC station for environmental
operations, OC servers, interlocking, maintenance power supply, track field devices etc. The solutions for this
security block will be based on tools, services and systems offered by EMP and UOP.
Table 39 Tools, services and overall solutions for Strong Security-Hardware Security
EMP

Empelor’s Secocard will support hardware security by providing encryption and secure storage services.

UOP

UOP add-on Hardware Security module will support CIs resource constrained (eg. embedded systems,
cyber-physical systems) or legacy systems security by offering cryptography services focusing on
authenticated encryption and light-weight cryptography schemes.

5.3.2.5

Tools, services and overall solutions for Forensics Analysis

In case of a possible attack, CIPSEC framework will include a security block for “IT forensics Analysis”. This
block will analyse the attacks (identifications and detection) in the pilots’ networks and offer valuable
visualizations of the reports on matters like the origins of the attack, the vulnerable points of the system
exploited by the attack, the targeted systems/components etc. AEGIS will contribute to CIPSEC its Forensics
Analysis Visualization Tool and services for supporting this security block.
Table 40 Tool, services and overall solutions for Forensics Analysis

AEGIS

5.3.2.6

Based on its modular architecture, AEGIS visualization toolkit has been designed to assist forensics
investigators in procedures that they will define. For instance, it could be criminal procedures where
investigators are interested in the social footprints of a suspect. In the concept of CIPSEC, guided by
end users, AEGIS vision is to configure and operate the tool in real life industrial cases and at the end
reach the maximum impact for the selected CI. Thus, any threat will be covered with only condition the
size (if the aggregated information is worth been demonstrated) and the availability of the data that
describe the threat. AEGIS visualization toolkit will offer dynamic viewpoints of varying granularity for an
in depth forensic analysis and identification of important “small” pieces of information first and foremost
for the “after the fact” analysis and secondly while the attack is being performed.

Tools, services and overall solutions for Secure Communications

The “Secure Communications” security block will provide protection for communications inside the pilots’
systems. Cases include communications between medical and non-medical devices (sensors, RF, Wi-Fi, Voice
over IP and etc.), monitoring station device communications, interlocking, control room and track field devices,
maintenance devices etc. CIPSEC partners that contribute tools, services, solutions and technologies to build
this security block are EMP, UOP, Bitdefender and Worldsensing.

Table 41 Tools, services and overall solutions for Secure Communications
EMP

Empelor’s Secocard will provide secure communication(messaging) by connecting to both medical and
non-medical devices through its various interfaces and provide secure exchange of information.

UOP

UOP add-on Hardware Security module will support CIs resource constrained (eg. embedded systems,
cyber-physical systems) or legacy systems by migrating in its core the execution of demanding (or
unsupported by the host) cryptography services and security protocol primitives meant to be used in
securing the communication channel. Also, the UoP add-on HSM will support the generation and storage
of security keys in a trusted environment.

Bitdefender

Bitdefender GravityZone and TotalSecurity are able to scan network traffic in order to identify networkrelated threats.

Worldsensing

DoSSensing (Physical-layer authentication preamble) solution will secure the wireless connections of
Critical Infrastructure assets by preventing exhaustion attacks to the machine-to-machine (M2M) devices
in CI environments, making preamble authentication mechanisms for the whole M2M infrastructure to
avoid connections from rogue devices.

5.3.2.7

Tools, services and overall solutions for User and Device Identification
Authentication Authorization

This security block will address issues related to identification, authentication and authorization of the pilots’
users and devices. All pilots already have in place systems for user access control and their main requirements
involve authentication of the air quality devices and for key distribution and management for the railway system.
CIPSEC will evaluate all the procedures that involve identification, authentication and authorization and provide
recommendations and solutions where necessary. This security block will be supported by Worldsensing,
EMP and UOP.
Table 42 Tools, services and overall solutions for User Device Identification Authentication
Authorization

Worldsensing

DoSSensing (Physical-layer authentication preamble) solution will secure the wireless connections of
Critical Infrastructure assets by preventing exhaustion attacks to the machine-to-machine (M2M) devices
in CI environments, making preamble authentication mechanisms for the whole M2M infrastructure to
avoid connections from rogue devices.

EMP

Empelor’s Secocard will provide a secure environment that will allow confirming of user and device
identification through mutual authentication protocols and contact/contactless smart cards. Various
levels of authorization will be provided, if needed, through the secure storage of authorization details.

UOP

UOP add-on Hardware Security module will support mutual authentication protocols by execution of
security protocol primitives in a secure environment and storage of sensitive information.

5.3.2.8

Tools, services and overall solutions for OT network protection

For supporting the “OT network protection” security block, CIPSEC will take advantage of the security solutions
provided by Bitdefender, ATOS, Worldsensing and EMP. This block will protect various OT systems
components and devices from all 3 pilots like surveillance cameras, monitoring and therapeutic equipment,
patient’s bedside multimedia monitors, call system for nurses, various types of sensors (e.g. RFID), field PC
stations, power supply systems, object controllers, interlocking network systems etc.
Table 43 Tools, services and overall solutions for OT network protection
Bitdefender

Bitdefender Total Security will secure PC stations running Windows, while GravityZone will protect any
device and monitor the entire OT network against attacks and unauthorized access.

ATOS XL-SIEM is a cross-level cybersecurity event and information management system that will
orchestrate other partner’s solutions collecting and processing reports and events, connecting with
different kinds of security systems and correlate/process events across multiple layers, identifying
anomalies, providing improved detection capabilities like near real-time aggregation, and disseminating
events etc. This system has also higher resilience by design, feature not to despise when we talk about
critical systems protection. AtoS XL-SIEM provides long-term storage as well as analysis and reporting
of log data, at at the same time it monitors vulnerabilities and policy-compliance management. XL-SIEM
is capable to register threats of intrusion trying to gain a host.

ATOS

Worldsensing

EMP

5.3.2.9

DoSSensing (Anti-jamming) solution will secure the wireless connections of Critical Infrastructure assets
by detecting Denial of Service attacks in the most common and critical way: Jamming to the whole
frequency where the devices are connecting through. Reporting different types of jamming attacks
identified on the wireless networks used by Critical Infrastructure devices.
DoSSensing (Physical-layer authentication preamble) solution will secure the wireless connections of
Critical Infrastructure assets by preventing exhaustion attacks to the machine-to-machine (M2M) devices
in CI environments, making preamble authentication mechanisms for the whole M2M infrastructure to
avoid connections from rogue devices.
Empelor’s Secocard will secure systems, components and devices by operating as an access control
device along with external hardware in order to provide or restrict physical access to critical places.

Tools, services and overall solutions for Data Anonymization and Privacy

Pilots’ requirements for data privacy focus on patient’s private information and confidential data that must be
kept private and in some cases anonymized prior to any use or further process. CIPSEC will offer solutions for
Data Anonymization and Privacy provided though its partner, UPC.
Table 44 Tools, services and overall solutions for Data Anonymization and Privacy
UPC Data-Privacy Tool provides a statistical disclosure control methodology endowed with a series of
privacy-enhancing algorithms.
The process of data anonymization in a broad context consists in the collection, processing and release
of sensitive data. From the point of view of the anonymization process, we assume that the collection
and the release of the data are fully secured, and that a trusted computing platform is made available to
process the data. This means that the privatization process is to be built upon a stack of security
services, including access control, confidentiality, integrity, and trusted computing. We must stress that
the Data-Privacy Tool makes those assumptions, and our work is thus confined within the limits of
privacy, leaving the security requirements aforementioned outside its scope, assuming that they are
already given by the underlying system architecture.
In addition, the Data-Privacy Tool can give as an output various level of utility, depending on the privacy
level required by the application.

UPC

Applications of the Data-Privacy Tool related to CIPSEC’s critical infrastructures can be classified into
direct and indirect.
•

Direct applications are closely related to pilot number 1 (Hospital Clinic de Barcelona (HCB))
where personally identifiable information should be directly protected when implementing
critical infrastructure protection framework.

•

Regarding indirect applications, it is essential to have anonymized data in order to protect data
employed in the design, functional validation, stress testing, system testing, integration, and
maintenance of systems and subsystems, including not only functional parts of the critical
infrastructure, but also security components, such as intrusion detection (IDS). For example,
pilot number 2 (railway infrastructure) could also benefit from the Data-Privacy Tool to avoid
denial of service and terrorist attacks. To sum up, the Data-Privacy Tool could also play an
important role in the above mentioned indirect applications.

It is worth mentioning that the algorithms conforming the Data-Privacy Tool are work in progress,
continuously being improved with both functional and computational enhancements. Novel techniques
are being implemented to efficiently process huge databases. Verification of the tool is done by using
synthetic and realistic datasets.

6 Conclusions
This deliverable is intended to craft the first approach of the set of building blocks towards the design of the
CIPSEC framework. To that end the Deliverable leverages the particular characteristics, needs and
requirements in terms of security coming from three well-known and highly significant critical scenarios,
identified as the three pilots the consortium will use to validate the CIPSEC framework. These pilot scenarios
are provided by partners within the consortium, what is not only easing the process of gathering real
requirements but also paving the way to real testing on operational (or when not possible close to operational)
infrastructures. Certainly, it is key for a successful project development to collect real CI security requirements,
though these scenarios are very reluctant to disclose information, particularly about security concerns and
especially on previous attacks or potential vulnerabilities.
Aligned to this constraint, the Deliverable devotes sections 2, 3 and 4 to deeply describe main pilot
characteristics as well as to present an overview of the infrastructure CIPSEC will use to test the solution to be
proposed. In particular, section 2 puts the focus towards the environmental pilot, set by many monitoring
stations and a centralized operations center, all communicating each other and thus, facing all vulnerabilities
inherent to an outdoor infrastructure. Section 3 describes the transport pilot provided by the railway company in
Germany. Finally, section 4 is devoted to clearly describe what the e-health pilot is, plainly emphasizing
security requirements as well as the close-to-operational infrastructure offered to the project for validation
purposes. We may, with no doubt, argue that the proposed pilots are diverse enough to cover a complete range
of security needs and requirements, what unquestionably gives veracity to the overall CIPSEC framework
design.
Once the different pilots are categorized in terms of security requirements, Section 5 starts by analysing the
common aspects linked to these requirements, ending up in a set of 20 security requirements according to 5
different aspects (including for example pilot’s abnormal behaviour, pilot trust models, or pilot data). Afterwards,
this set of 20 common requirements is aggregated into 9 categories that must turn into the set of foundational
blocks building the CIPSEC security framework. It is also described how these categories and the linked
requirements are linked to each single pilot. Finally, Section 5 analyses the real chances to deploy the CIPSEC
framework, i.e., the proposed set of 9 foundational blocks, leveraging the tools and services provided by the
partners within the consortium. To this end, the deliverable reports the matching each provided tool has on
each category –including through individual tables the different capacities and characteristics of each partner’s
tool–, clearly showing in Table 35 the matching between the security building blocks and the partners’ tools and
services. Therefore, we may argue that the partners’ tools cover all foundational blocks (in most cases with
more than one option), thus enforcing the concept that the partners’ tools should be enough to build the
proposed CIPSEC framework.
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